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3Abstract
Critical heritage is a theory and practice where heritage is defined as the active engagement of the past 
in the present. In critical heritage, building, sites, and places are not objects of heritage in themselves 
but are cultural tools that facilitate the performance of heritage. If heritage, particularly architectural 
heritage, is not considered to be a tangible object or building, then the discipline is opened to a wide 
variety of differing groups and identities, some of whom are currently disadvantaged by conventional 
practices of heritage.
This thesis examines how the arguments of architectural heritage were performed in a case study of 
New Zealand heritage practice: the 2013 Environment Court hearing regarding the Wanganui Native 
Land Court Building. A quantitative content analysis of the hearing revealed the heritage arguments to 
be composed in five main patterns which emphasised: the significance of identity, built fabric, context, 
a combination of identity and context, and a combination of the built fabric and context. The patterns 
show that the significance, and use, of the built form varied in different heritage arguments.
If the performative context of the Environment Court is acknowledged via critical heritage, then the 
patterns show how arguments of heritage were composed, particularly in relation to the built form. 
Reference to the Wanganui Native Land Court building was not a significant quantitative component 
in many of these patterns and, as such, the use of the building was primarily conceptual, rather than 
material. The Court’s decision privileges the built form as a physical resource which is scarce and 
irreplaceable. The decision is, in some ways, at odds with the lack of reliance on built form in the 
patterns.
Moutoa Gardens and Whanganui viewed from Durie Hill
March 2013, photograph by author
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9Chapter One
Introduction
The Native Land Court building viewed from Moutoa Gardens
March 2013, photograph by author
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Non-western cultures tend to be marginalised in current conceptions of architectural heritage. 
Conventionally, architectural heritage privileges the retention of the material built form and, in doing 
so, is seen to perpetuate a Western perspective under the guise of national or universal heritage. 
Occasionally, non-Western perspectives conflict with the traditional practices of architectural heritage.
Such an example of conflict occurred in the Environment Court hearing regarding the Wanganui 
Native Land Court building. Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui (Te Puna), the iwi educational 
authority for Te Atihaunui a Pāpārangi, and the Universal College of Learning (UCOL), a tertiary 
provider in Whanganui, had applied for a resource consent to demolish the Native Land Court building 
and reclaim the building’s site, which had ancestral significance for Māori, with an iwi institute for 
Māori tertiary education. The Native Land Court building is a registered historic place with the New 
Zealand Historic Places Trust1 who argued for the building’s retention as a tangible object of New 
Zealand’s heritage.
In the Environment Court hearing, the tangible heritage object reflecting New Zealand’s past 
conflicted with Māori aspirations for the future. As groups, such as Māori, gain greater influence and 
resources, the conflict of cultures in heritage practices will continue to be brought before adjudicators 
to determine who has the right to own or control such heritage resources. Additionally, as the right 
for acknowledgement may be more significant for other groups, such adjudicative processes will also 
continue to question who has the right to decide such conflicts.
This thesis is an examination of architectural heritage practices in the Environment Court of New 
Zealand. Specifically, it is a quantitative analysis of the heritage arguments in the 2013 Environment 
Court hearing regarding the Wanganui Native Land Court building. The thesis takes the hearing as a 
case study using content analysis to analyse the quantitative composition of the arguments presented at 
the hearing.
The hearing was assumed to include conflicting heritage perspectives given the application to 
1 Following the passing of the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act in May 2014, the New Zealand Historic Places 
Trust is now known as Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga. The New Zealand Historic Places Trust is retained in this 
thesis.
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demolish the building. The thesis did not specifically look at the content of the arguments presented 
by each party and the expert witnesses in the hearing in detail, though examples are given to provide 
some context to the analysis.
The quantitative composition of heritage arguments was read in relation to critical heritage, an 
emerging theory in the heritage disciplines. Critical heritage recognises heritage as an active process 
so as to cater for, and be critical of, different cultural meanings of heritage. Each of the argument 
compositions demonstrated how aspects of the recent debates in the heritage disciplines were 
structured and performed in the hearing.
The aims of this thesis are:
1. To understand how heritage arguments were quantitatively composed in the 
Environment Court case study,
2. To understand how those arguments identified in the hearing relate to recent 
debates about heritage in academic circles.
This chapter introduces the conventional definitions of heritage and the emergence of critical heritage. 
Critical heritage is discussed as a performative process by which heritage is actively constructed. The 
heritage legislation of New Zealand is also introduced to describe the regulatory context of heritage 
practice in New Zealand. The Environment Court hearing case study is introduced, as is the content 
analysis methodology. The chapter concludes by outlining the thesis structure.
Heritage
Conventional understandings of heritage practice are summarised by John Carman as consisting of 
four principles:
• That heritage is finite and non-renewable,
• Heritage is a matter for public concern,
• Heritage is governed by legislation, and
• As not all heritage can be preserved, it must be assessed for its value.2
2 Carman, Archaeology and Heritage, 22-23. Also reiterated in Pishief, “Constructing the Identities of Place,” 76.
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According to critical heritage theorists, these principles, and the way they are enacted in heritage 
discourse and practice, privilege heritage defined as an ‘object’ that has inherent values, qualities, and 
meanings that must be preserved for future generations. 
Critical heritage is a line of thought within heritage disciplines that considers the socio-cultural 
processes of how heritage is constructed, rather than considering heritage to be either a tangible or 
intangible ‘thing’ or object. This position follows those of others within the field, including Laurajane 
Smith, Rodney Harrison, Tim Winter, Emma Waterton, Steve Watson, and New Zealander Elizabeth 
Pishief. Critical heritage provides a radical departure from traditional and conventional understandings 
within the heritage field.
The position of critical heritage disagrees with the concept of heritage as an object and instead 
emphasises heritage as social, cultural, and political processes, especially in relation to the creation 
and negotiation of contemporary identity. Critical heritage claims that all heritage is constructed in the 
present for the needs and requirements of that present. In this sense, heritage is defined as a process 
or performance in which a range of actors, including people, objects, sites, and places, interact. As 
Harrison states, “thinking of heritage as a creative engagement with the past in the present focuses our 
attention on our ability to take an active and informed role in the production of our own future.”3 If 
heritage is a process or performance, then the way heritage arguments are composed can be analysed 
based on those processes, as this thesis does to understand how heritage arguments were quantitatively 
composed in the Environment Court case study.
By focusing on the past as a contemporary resource, heritage practice becomes a pivotal tool in 
creating, negotiating, and expressing contemporary identities and this allows wider issues to be 
addressed. Harrison states that one way “to become more active in our heritage decision-making is 
in thinking more sustainably about heritage. This means not only making better connections between 
heritage and other environmental, social, economic and political issues, but also thinking sensibly and 
equitably about the pasts we produce in the present for the future.”4 Heritage, in this sense is not a 
3 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 229.
4 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 231.
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physical resource, object, or ‘thing’ but an active process of thought and practice that provides a tool 
for addressing and re-thinking broad-ranging contemporary concerns. In this thesis, the concept of 
heritage as a process or performance provides an understanding of how those arguments identified in 
the case study hearing relate to recent debates about heritage in academic circles.
Critical heritage is reflective of a wider global shift to a post-Western perspective. As Tim Winter 
describes, “this is not an intellectual politics that foregrounds the indigenous to counter ‘western 
rational thought’. Instead, it is an arena of knowledge production that responds to and engages with 
pressing challenges by moving beyond the limited repertoire of epistemologies currently privileged.”5 
This post-Western position moves beyond the separation of cultures and the assimilation and 
compromise of merging cultures to the recognition of the multiple, in which many and various cultures 
and identities have equal legitimacy.
New Zealand Heritage Legislation
In New Zealand, the primary mechanism for the protection of ‘heritage’ is the Resource Management 
Act 1991 (RMA). While concepts of heritage are also provided by territorial authorities (e.g. regional 
and district councils) and the New Zealand Historic Places Act 19936 (NZHPA), it is the RMA that 
provides the legislative mechanisms for considering heritage. The RMA legislates specifically for 
‘historic heritage’ and architectural qualities is one of several qualities that contribute to the definition 
of historic heritage. 
The RMA addresses a broader definition of historic heritage than the concept of architectural 
heritage which is addressed in this thesis. Although heritage, including architectural heritage, may be 
comprised of several different qualities, the Act emphasises heritage which are objects and a ‘natural 
and physical resource’. While the RMA definition is relatively broad and open to legal interpretation, 
critical heritage suggests how that definition may be interpreted by placing emphasis on the social, 
cultural, and political implications of how heritage is constructed.7 This idea is explored in this thesis 
5 Winter, “Clarifying the critical in critical heritage studies,” 542.
6 The New Zealand Historic Places Act 1993 was under review at the time of writing. The Heritage New Zealand Pouhere 
Taonga Act replaced the Historic Places Act in May 2014. 
7 The Environment Court has recognised landscape as a cultural construct in Mainpower NZ Ltd v Hurunui District Council 
[2011] EnvC 384 where, “Landscape, as a concept used by landscape architects and related disciplines, is a cultural 
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through the case study of the Environment Court hearing of the Wanganui Native Land Court building 
Case Study
The case study this thesis examines is the Environment Court hearing in the matter of the direct 
referral of an application for a resource consent under s87G of the Resource Management Act 1991 
between Te Puna Mātautanga o Whanganui and Universal College of Learning (Applicants) and The 
Wanganui District Council (Consent Authority).8 The Environment Court is a specialist court in New 
Zealand that determines cases on issues of physical resources and the natural environment as specified 
under the Resource Management Act. 
In March 2013, the Environment Court heard the above case in Whanganui9, New Zealand to 
determine a resource consent to “demolish the former Māori Land Court and ancillary buildings and 
establish, operate and maintain an iwi tertiary institute, Te Whare Mātauranga.”10 The Māori Land 
Court, also known as the Native Land Court and Aotea Māori Land Board Building (Former),11 is a 
Category I registered building—the highest recognition of heritage within New Zealand.12
The Universal College of Learning (UCOL) (a polytechnic in the Whanganui area) and Te Puna 
Mātauranga o Whanganui (Te Puna) (the iwi education authority for Whanganui iwi Te Atihaunui a 
Pāpārangi) had applied to the Wanganui District Council to demolish the building and replace it with 
a purpose built iwi institute for tertiary education. The site of the building is in the area of Pākaitore, 
an historic Māori fishing pā, which, despite being occupied by colonial settlement, still held great 
ancestral significance for local Māori. For the NZHPT, the Native Land Court is an important and 
construct as are ‘justice’, ‘arts’, ‘language’ and ‘nature’. The understanding of landscape therefore may vary according 
to the culture, and over time as cultural influences change. Further, what is meant by ‘landscape’ may be understood in 
different ways by different fields of endeavour. What landscape architects mean by landscape may not be the same as say a 
geomorphologist or ecologist notwithstanding the same term is used.” Mainpower NZ at [291].
8 Case number ENV-2012-WLG-000075, Decision Number [2013] NZEnvC 110.
9 Both ‘Whanganui’ and ‘Wanganui’ are official names of the city. Within this thesis, ‘Whanganui’ is generally used to refer to 
the city, although ‘Wanganui’ is used to refer to the Native Land Court building because this is its historic spelling.
10 Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui at [2].
11 Referred to as the Native Land Court within this thesis. Also see New Zealand Historic Places Trust Register number 7783 
“Native Land Court and Aotea Māori Land Board Building (Former).”
12 There is no legal obligation to protect Category I places as listed by the New Zealand Historic Places Act 1993. The critical 
protective mechanism is if the building is listed within a heritage schedule under a local territorial authority’s district plan, 
in which case a resource consent under the RMA is required to change or demolish the building. In this case study, the 
building was listed as a ‘category A’ (the highest category) building in the Wanganui District Council’s District Plan, and 
hence a resource consent was required in order to demolish the building.
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tangible reminder of aspects of New Zealand’s history that needed to be protected and conserved for 
present and future generations. For UCOL/Te Puna, the building is a symbol of oppression that needed 
to be demolished so that the site could be reclaimed for Māori and their educational aspirations for the 
future.
The Court’s decision was legislated by the Resource Management Act 1991, that sets both the 
“relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi 
tapu, and other taonga” and “the protection of historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use, 
and development”  as matters of national importance. Generally summarised, the Court was presented 
with a situation to retain an historic building or allow the demolition of the building for Māori 
aspiration. The Court decided upon a compromise, in which the building’s façade must be maintained 
in an adaptive reuse of the Native Land Court building, if UCOL/Te Puna decided they still wanted 
to occupy the site.13 The decision retained the building as an object of heritage and, in doing so, 
privileged Western heritage traditions over Māori aspirations.
The literature of critical heritage argues that a Western European elitist identity is generally propagated 
within conventional heritage practices. While different identities and groups, especially those of 
indigenous peoples, have started to be recognised within heritage legislation and practices, in some 
cases recourse to traditional concepts and practices of heritage continues to disadvantage these groups. 
In New Zealand, although Māori concepts of heritage are accounted for in the RMA and the NZHPA 
(through such mechanisms as recognition of wāhi tapu and wāhi tapu areas), Pākehā (Western) 
understandings of heritage tend to prevail. These Pākehā understandings of heritage usually consider 
architectural heritage as tangible and fragile objects that must be preserved or conserved if they are to 
retain any relevance or value. Such a definition overlooks the socio-political aspects of heritage and 
the way in which architectural heritage is constructed—that the past is used to construct ourselves in 
the present and how we envision our futures.
Methodology
This thesis uses content analysis of the Environment Court hearing documents (the written evidence 
13 See Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui at [121].
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and the recorded transcript of cross-examination) to analyse and understand how architectural heritage 
is validated and challenged during the hearing. The documentation was unitised, coded into separate 
categories, and counted to produce quantitative results of how the hearing was structured in relation to 
heritage. The thesis took a broad approach which considered the hearing to be about heritage. These 
results were then analysed and discussed to show the varying quantitative compositions of heritage 
within the hearing.
It is evident, from undertaking this process and the analysis, that five main constructions of heritage 
are present in the hearing, including patterns that emphasise:
• Tangible heritage (as within traditional conceptions of heritage)
• Intangible heritage
• The context of heritage objects
• The built form and fabric
• The identity of people or groups (rather than any notions of physical heritage 
objects).
Only the tangible heritage composition tended to be favoured by the Environment Court’s decision 
and, in doing so, privileged the evidence of engineering professions and architectural professions who 
had an interest in retaining the building over other groups and interests with alternative constructions 
of heritage. 
Critical heritage provides a theory in which no composition of heritage is privileged over another. It 
recognises that the performances of heritage in the Environment Court hearing were equally valid. 
The significance of heritage is therefore not in the built form itself, but how the built form acts as a 
cultural tool to facilitate arguments of heritage. The focus is on the active construction of heritage to 
develop solutions for the needs of the present and which future generations may use to inform their 
own heritage and identities. The building as a cultural tool legitimises the many uses of the building, 
including retention and demolition, as ways to actively engage with the past and perform heritage. If 
demolition of the building was considered an appropriate use of the building to perform heritage, then 
Māori aspirations could have been fulfilled.14
14 In their decision, the Court that “when considering the purposes of the UCOL/Te Puna partnership can be met by adaptively 
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Such a position of critical heritage is valuable as there is a pressing practical need for such thinking to 
be developed and implemented. This is relevant in New Zealand under the principles of the Treaty of 
Waitangi and as Māori gain the resources necessary to implement their own visions of the future.15 
In global terms, the significance of critical heritage is pertinent to an emerging post-Western 
perspective. Delanty states that:
as a result of the worldwide impact of global forces and the growing importance 
of societies that have emerged from non-western modernities, a genuinely global 
assessment of the current day needs to be less confident about the centrality of the 
West and the equation of globalisation with Westernisation.16 
While this thesis focuses on a New Zealand case study, Delanty’s recognition that the issue of equality 
also operates at a global level where differing and non-Western cultures gain influence and resources 
to implement their own visions is relevant. 
Thesis Structure
The thesis begins with a literature review of critical heritage. The history of critical heritage is 
summarised, including the construction of the Authorised Heritage Discourse, the development of 
theories of intangible heritage, and, more recently, the emergence of critical heritage as a theory to 
rethink heritage conceptions and practices. The literature review frames the theoretical context in 
which the case study of this thesis is analysed. 
Chapter three describes the Wanganui Native Land Court hearing. It introduces the legislative context 
of the hearing in the Resource Management Act 1991, Historic Places Act 1993, Regional Policy 
Statements, District Planning Provisions, and the 2010 NZ ICOMOS Charter. The hearing is described 
including a brief history of the case, the parties and expert witnesses involved, the key legal arguments 
presented, and its significance as an example of architectural heritage practice in New Zealand. The 
reusing this building, to demolish it to make space for a new building will be an inappropriate use and development of 
it, and thus fail to recognise and provide for a matter of national importance, in terns of s6.” Te Puna Mātauranga o 
Whanganui at [121].
15 It is also relevant in Australia, South Africa and America where indigenous peoples likewise are gaining greater influence 
and resources.
16 Delanty, cited in Winter, “Clarifying the critical in critical heritage studies,” 542.
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Court’s decision on the hearing is appended to the thesis in Appendix A.
The fourth chapter describes content analysis. The chapter is structured following the process of 
content analysis, discussing the reading of content, development of categories of analysis, the coding 
of data, the counting of data, and the identification of resulting patterns. This chapter gives an 
understanding of both a case-study approach to research and the methodological process of content 
analysis, so that the analysis undertaken is transparent and replicable.
Chapter five provides a summary of the results. It describes the overall distribution of the hearing 
content in the categories. The key patterns of the distributions are identified and discussed in terms of 
how they relate to the combined evidence of each party, the combined evidence of the professions of 
expert witnesses, and the role counsel has in framing the patterns of cross-examination. Further results 
are given in Appendix B.
In chapter six, each of the main patterns identified in Chapter 5 are described and discussed relative to 
theories of heritage as identified in the literature review. The patterns, and heritage theories, consider 
(or omit) the built form in different ways. The role of the Native Land Court building is considered 
in each of the patterns, regarding whether different heritage arguments require the retention of the 
building. The chapter identifies the demolition of the building as an appropriate heritage use under the 
performative definition of critical heritage. It also discusses the significance of the results and analysis, 
the limitations of the research and methodological process, and identifies opportunities for further 
research. 
Chapter seven concludes the thesis and provides a summary of the research undertaken.
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Chapter Two 
Literature Review
The Public Office of the Native Land Court building
March 2013, photograph by author
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This literature review focuses on recent academic debates on heritage, beginning with the 
identification of Authorised Heritage Discourse (AHD) in the early- to mid-2000s to contemporary 
discussions surrounding critical heritage as an interdisciplinary field of heritage studies. 
The literature review outlines Authorised Heritage Discourse (AHD) which was coined to identify and 
describe conventional Western heritage practices that emphasise materiality. A brief history of AHD 
is given; where the privileging of material fabric, authority of experts, and scientific rationalisation 
created an idea that heritage was considered a ‘thing’ with universally innate values that must be 
conserved. Intangible cultural heritage, as a mechanism to challenge the privileging of material fabric 
and thereby include heritage perspectives of indigenous cultures, is then described in relation to AHD.
The concept of heritage as a cultural process is considered and concerns, such as the active production 
of heritage, dissonance, identity, and relationships and interconnectedness, are established as the 
foundations for the emergence of critical heritage. A description of critical heritage is then provided 
as an approach that potentially addresses wider-picture concerns such as inequality, human rights, 
sustainability, and conflict resolution. The literature review concludes by connecting critical heritage to 
concepts of architectural heritage.
The authorised heritage discourse
Authorised Heritage Discourse (AHD) is a constructed heritage discourse. Although multifaceted, 
it is usually considered to be a singular discourse within most of the literature. In this section, the 
development of AHD is considered from its historical formation during the industrial revolution and 
the authorising of a particular heritage practice in the early to mid-twentieth-century. According to 
recent scholarship, these factors led to a heritage discourse and practice which saw an emphasis on 
materiality, the privileging of Western heritage perspectives, and the obscuring of the heritage process 
itself. 
Laurajane Smith provides the most comprehensive description of AHD in her text Uses of Heritage 
where it is located as the dominant Western heritage discourse in heritage.1 Smith’s summary of 
1 Smith, Uses of Heritage. Also Smith and Waterton, “’The envy of the world?’: intangible heritage in England,” and Byrne, 
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AHD is as a mechanism that rounds up “the usual suspects to conserve and ‘pass on’ to future 
generations, and in doing so promotes a certain set of Western elite cultural values as being universally 
applicable.”2 Elaborating further, Smith considers AHD as privileging a discrete ‘site’, ‘object’, 
building or other structure with identifiable boundaries that can be mapped, surveyed, recorded, and 
placed on national or international site registers.”3 
Rodney Harrison later refers to AHD with the term “Official Heritage”, as “what most of us would 
recognise as a contemporary ‘operational’ definition of heritage as the series of mechanisms by which 
objects, buildings and landscapes are set apart from the ‘everyday’ and conserved for their aesthetic, 
historic, scientific, social or recreational values.”4 Despite being different terms, AHD and Official 
Heritage refer to the conventional professional practices of heritage.5
Smith’s version of AHD is an underlying ideology that does not privilege the performance aspect 
of heritage practice and focuses instead on the identification and conservation of heritage objects. 
Discourse and conservation practices, she argues, “seek to legitimise themselves, and the identities 
they reflect and construct, through the naturalisation of heritage as something that ‘just is’, which 
suggests that they are immutable and not open to challenge.”6
As such, the conception of AHD is based upon an underlying operation and structure of heritage and, 
although not every case and detail conforms to a singular interpretation of the discourse, there are 
three consistent themes within Smith’s commentary. These themes include a privileging of material 
fabric, the authority of experts, and scientific rationalisation. While emphasis is traditionally placed on 
the critique of privileging material fabric, all three themes are essential in understanding the workings 
of AHD.
Smith’s construction of AHD is not without its criticisms7 and, to counter these, she argues that 
“A critique of unfeeling heritage.”
2 Smith, Uses of Heritage, 11.
3 Smith, Uses of Heritage, 31. 
4 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 14.
5 Within this thesis, the term Authorised Heritage Discourse is primarily used.
6 Smith, Uses of Heritage, 300.
7 Harrison, for example, states that the focus on the discourse of heritage does not always produce an account that adequately 
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“discourse is a social action, and this idea of discourse acknowledges that the way people talk about, 
discuss and understand things, such as ‘heritage’, have a material consequence that matters.”8 Without 
a constructed discourse, it is perhaps unsurprising that authors, including William Logan and Denis 
Bryne, suggest that cultural heritage values and human rights “remain poorly understood by many 
heritage practitioners who see their conservation work merely as a technical matter”9 and that “on-
ground heritage practice is almost exclusively focused on conserving the physicality of architecture 
and archaeological sites.”10 Such a technical emphasis is distant from the beginnings of heritage as a 
distinct discipline at the start on the nineteenth-century.11
A history of the authorised heritage discourse
Craith, Hassard, and Smith all describe the concept of heritage as emerging from Western European 
upper and middle class elites who “constructed readings of the past that were intended to generate a 
collective consciousness of a national historical destiny.”12 Associated with this nationalist trajectory 
was the intrinsically embedded sense of pastoral care over the material past.13 It was Thomas Carlyle, 
Augustus Pugin and John Ruskin who became “critical voices expressing their concerns for the 
environment and for the moral and spiritual well-being of humanity, which they believed had been 
corrupted by a modern secular civilisation dominated by a new metaphysically ‘neutral’ scientistic 
order.”14
This reaction resulted in what is considered to be the scrape/anti-scrape tradition within, particularly 
architectural, heritage practice. The strategies, one subtractive and the other additive, produced “two 
distinct approaches to restoration: one that attempts to take a building (which is valued for its age) 
back to a perceived earlier or original ‘authentic’ state, the other which concerns putting back those 
elements that may have been lost due, for example, to neglect or damage caused by mis-repair.”15
theorises the role of material things. Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 112.
8 Smith, Uses of Heritage, 14.
9 Logan, “Cultural diversity, cultural heritage and human rights,”  231.
10 Byrne, “A critique of unfeeling heritage,” 243.
11 Smith states “the origins of the dominant heritage discourse are linked to the development of nineteenth-century 
nationalism and liberal modernity, and while competing discourses do occur, the dominant discourse is intrinsically 
embedded with a sense of the pastoral care of the material past.” Smith, Uses of Heritage, 17.
12 Craith, “Intangible Cultural Heritages: The Challenges for Europe,” 17.
13 Smith, Uses of Heritage, 17.
14 Hassard, “Intangible heritage in the United Kingdom,” 272.
15 Hassard, “Intangible heritage in the United Kingdom.” 274-275.
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It was Ruskin who set the basis for privileging material heritage. According to Smith, “Ruskin argued 
against the dominant nineteenth-century practice of restoration, where historic buildings would be 
‘restored’ to ‘original’ conditions by removing later additions or adaptions. For Ruskin, the fabric of 
a building was inherently valuable and needed to be protected for the artisanal and aesthetic values 
it contained.”16 This position became the basis from which built fabric was assumed to have innate 
values.
These concerns for the material past were to become enshrined in charters and legislation, beginning 
with the 1904 Madrid Conference and the 1932 Athens Charter for the Restoration of Historic 
Monuments. While, as Ruggles and Silverman explain, these were “the earliest declarations 
articulat[ing] the need for common cause in the preservation of architectural and material fabric,”17 it 
was not until the Athens Charter of 1932 that heritage as a discipline was fully established. They also 
note that “the earliest such proclamations did not conceive of the issue in terms of heritage per se—as 
is the prevalent view today—but specifically as a problem of architectural conservation.”18 Harvey 
likewise states “the often-reported and eulogised 19th-century [sic] development of preservationism 
and architectural protectionism […was] simply an important moment within a much longer trajectory 
of heritage in Britain.”19 
In 1964, these perspectives were again formalised in the International Charter for the Conservation 
and Restoration of Monuments and Sites (Venice Charter); “the canonical text of modern heritage 
practices.”20 The International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) was formed the following 
year and operates as an advisory body for the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural 
Organisation (UNESCO).21
Alongside developments in the United States with Natural Heritage Protection, the concept of World 
Heritage emerged in 1972 with the United Nations Convention Concerning the Protection of the 
16 Smith, Uses of Heritage, 19-20.
17 Ruggles and Silverman, “From Tangible to Intangible Heritage,” 4.
18 Ruggles and Silverman, “From Tangible to Intangible Heritage.” 3.
19 Harvey, “Heritage Pasts and Heritage Presents,” 337.
20 Starn, cited in Smith, Uses of Heritage, 26.
21 ICOMOS International Council on Monuments and Sites. “ICOMOS’ Mission.” 
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World Cultural and Natural Heritage (World Heritage Convention). As Smith states, “under this 
convention, heritage is not only monumental, it is universally significant with universal meaning, and 
it is, ultimately, physically tangible and imposing.”22 Despite commonality across both the Venice 
Charter and World Heritage Convention, Ruggles and Silverman stress that the Venice Charter “was 
not without detractors who pointed out that its definition of heritage was based on western models that 
privileged permanence and narrowly defined the categories of authenticity.”23
In the 1960s and 1970s there was a general context of political awareness and action. It was an 
important time for equal rights, especially those for women (feminism) and indigenous peoples. 
This was also considered to be the beginning of a shift and expansion in the definitions of heritage 
criteria. According to Harrison, “it was only because the World Heritage Convention was expressed 
as a universal convention representing universal heritage values that criticism of minorities and 
marginalised peoples, and the question of representativeness itself, became a problem which it was 
important for the World Heritage Committee to address.”24
Haig notes that “central to this ignorance [of non-Western cultures] has been the issue of value. We 
are in the habit of valuing and qualifying cultural heritage as solid, stable, static and having ‘intrinsic 
values’ as well as qualities of ‘authenticity.”25 The emphasis of heritage as a tangible, physical thing 
and the sense of ‘authenticity’ in heritage means that “material culture is understood to not only 
symbolise, but actually ‘embody’, heritage cultural values.”26
Issues of representativeness, tangibility, and authenticity were gradually addressed by various 
conventions and charters. For example, the ICOMOS Australia Burra Charter in 1979 incorporated a 
more localised understanding of place but, as Smith describes:
It has not altered the dominant sense of the trusteeship of expert authority over the 
material fabric. Nor has it challenged the degree to which experts are perceived as 
having not only the ability, but also the responsibility for identifying the value and 
22 Smith, Uses of Heritage, 27. Smith’s emphasis.
23 Ruggles and Silverman, “From Tangible to Intangible Heritage.” 5.
24 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 117.
25 Haig, “Reclaiming Intangible Cultural Heritage,” 366.
26   Smith and Waterton, “’The envy of the world?’” 291.
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meanings that are still perceived to be locked within the fabric of a place.27
Changes slowly occurred, as with the 1994 joint UNESCO and ICOMOS Nara Document of 
Authenticity. The document was useful to Japanese notions of heritage where Ise temples are rebuilt 
every 20 years and this “acknowledgement of impermanence and renewal had an impact that far 
exceeded that of monument preservation because it admitted the human being as integral to the 
construction of meaning and the ongoing creation of material culture.”28 Ruggles and Silverman also 
note that while the 1982 Florence Charter for Historic Gardens and “the ICOMOS Cultural Tourism 
Statement had located meaning as emerging from the mind of the observing audience, the primary 
object of preservation in all of these remained a tangible, physical thing.”29
While these conventions and documents began to account for a human role within heritage, there 
remained the underlying concept that heritage was a tangible object or ‘thing’. This idea was 
challenged by the 2003 UNESCO Convention for the Safe-guarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage 
and saw the introduction of two different interpretations of intangible heritage.
Intangible heritage
According to Harrison in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries:
The concept of heritage [was] broadened to accommodate an increasingly 
large number of objects, places and, perhaps most importantly, practices, and 
the landscapes in which these occur. It has also seen heritage increasingly shift 
away from a concern with ‘things’ to a concern with cultures, traditions and the 
intangible.30
Alivizatou recalls that in “the early 1990s it was thus officially recognised that the cultural heritage of 
humanity is not only embodied in monuments, sites, and material relics of the past […] but also in a 
diverse range of oral traditions, ceremonies and practices that are passed on from one generation to the 
next.”31
27   Smith, Uses of Heritage, 24.
28   Ruggles and Silverman, “From Tangible to Intangible Heritage.” 6.
29   Ruggles and Silverman, “From Tangible to Intangible Heritage.” 8.
30 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 115.
31 Alivizatou, “Intangible Heritage and Erasure,” 39.
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The UNESCO 2003 Convention for the Safe-guarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage and the 2005 
UNESCO International Convention on the Protection of the Diversity of Cultural Contents and Artistic 
Expressions intended “to recognise and manage embodied cultural heritage in societies where perhaps 
the built heritage was less significant. The push to protect intangible as well as tangible heritage can be 
seen, therefore, as a further step in recognising cultural diversity.”32
The recognition of intangible cultural heritage emerged primarily from indigenous groups who did not 
privilege built or tangible heritage and so their heritage was excluded from representation on the World 
Heritage list. Subsequently, intangible cultural heritage was commodified and subjected to the same 
processes of preservation, conservation and classification as more tangible forms of heritage. 33
In many ways, the Convention had an inverse effect to that which many indigenous groups had 
initially expected. While their forms of heritage were officially recognised, “the category of ‘intangible 
heritage’ continued the movement away from the conservation of material things towards listing and 
archiving as an end result.”34 The inclusion of intangible cultural heritage into World Heritage could be 
viewed as an additional category in the overall concept of heritage. Such an addition was not without 
criticisms, including the relationship between the tangible and intangible and an accumulation of the 
past. Both concerns were significant in changing the focus in heritage from heritage objects—be they 
tangible or intangible—to the understanding of heritage as a cultural process.
Tangible vs. the intangible
Harrison states that classification and categorisation were fundamental to the production of experience 
in modernity, in which objects, people, plants, animals and other ‘things’ were ordered in such a way 
that a series of familiar modern, Cartesian dualisms were produced.35 Heritage was no exception to 
such Cartesian constructions with binaries of Western and non-Western, tangible and intangible often 
overlooking a more historic understanding of heritage which acknowledged “the values that people 
give […] objects, collections, buildings etc. become recognised as heritage when they express the 
32 Logan, “Cultural diversity, cultural heritage and human rights,” 235.
33 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 115.
34 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 137.
35 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 116.
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value of society and so the tangible can only be understood and interpreted through the intangible.”36
Haig similarly observes that “to be kept alive, intangible cultural heritage must be relevant to its 
community, continuously recreated and transmitted from one generation to another.”37 According 
to Pétursdóttir the 2003 UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage convention “does not, therefore 
counterpose intangible to tangible heritage, but underlines the interdependence of the two […] that 
valuing or safeguarding one will come with and urge the appreciation of the other,”38 but she appears 
to contrast the idea of intangible heritage as the process or performance of heritage supported by 
Harrison, Smith, and Munjeri.
Although termed ‘intangible heritage’ by Smith, this is perhaps better conceived of as the intangibility 
of heritage, where heritage is considered a process “to construct, reconstruct and negotiate a range 
of identities and social and cultural values and meanings in the present.”39 Pishief recognises 
the distinction between intangible cultural heritage and the intangibility of heritage in her PhD 
dissertation, where “this way of looking at intangible heritage objectifies it. Intangible [cultural] 
heritage, such as a traditional way of doing things, becomes an artefact; it is bounded and managed 
and in danger of becoming frozen into a ‘thing’.”40 This understanding of intangible heritage was to 
become a founding concern within critical heritage.
The accumulation of the past
A concern with the accumulation of the past was another criticism from the view of heritage as 
contained in AHD. While such a concern can be viewed in the literature before the emergence of 
intangible cultural heritage, Smith’s conception of intangible heritage and AHD allowed the issue to be 
considered as part of the wider concerns in heritage practice. French historian Pierre Nora is notable 
for considering the accumulation of the past. In his discussion on lieux de mémoire, he compares the 
role of memory with that of the archive in which:
Modern memory is, above all, archival. It relies entirely on the materiality of the 
36 Munjeri, “Tangible and Intangible Heritage: from difference to convergence,” 13.
37 Haig, “Reclaiming Intangible Cultural Heritage,” 369.
38 Pétursdóttir, “Concrete matters: Ruins of modernity and the things called heritage,” 35.
39 Smith, Uses of Heritage, 3.
40 Pishief, “Constructing the Identities of Place,” 102.
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trace, the immediacy of the recording, the visibility of the image. […] The less 
memory is experienced from the inside, the more it exists only through its exterior 
scaffolding and outward signs—hence the obsession with the archive that marks 
our age, attempting at once the complete conservation of the present as well as the 
total preservation of the past.41
Harrison describes it as “a coming ‘crisis of accumulation’ of the past in the present in the early 
twenty-first century, which will ultimately undermine the role of heritage in the production of 
collective memory, overwhelming societies with disparate traces of heterogeneous pasts and 
distracting us from the active process of forming collective memories in the present.”42 Heritage 
lists and, in some cases the retention of the material past, act as an archive for collective memory, in 
which memories no longer need to be produced but recalled. Smith points out that this construction 
of memory “often objectifies memory in so far as memories are things that we ‘have’ rather than 
‘something we do’.”43 The performance of memory-making echoes the critical heritage idea of 
heritage as actively produced.
The active production of heritage
Harvey proposes that “since all heritage is produced completely in the present, our relationship with 
the past is understood in relation to our present temporal and spatial experience,”44 while Logan 
states that “heritage results from a selection process; heritage values are attributed, not inherent.”45 
Such ideas of the selective spatial and temporal value of heritage were formed from the evolution of 
art conservation, which Winter argues was indicative of wider trends where “scientific approaches 
were inherently connected to aesthetics and connoisseurship.”46 Smith reiterates that aesthetics and 
connoisseurship were Western European, middle and upper class constructions.47 The result was, as 
41 Nora, “Between Memory and History: Les Lieux de Mémoire,”13.
42 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 166. Harrison’s emphasis.
43 Smith, Uses of Heritage, 59.
44 Harvey, “Heritage Pasts and Heritage Presents,” 325. Also see Haig, “Reclaiming Intangible Cultural Heritage,” 368, and 
Craith, “Intangible Cultural Heritages: The Challenges for Europe,” 67.
45 Logan, “Cultural diversity, cultural heritage and human rights,”236. Also see Rodney Harrison, “Forgetting to remember, 
remembering to forget,” 580, and Joanne Whittle, “’Your Place and Mine’ Heritage Management and a Sense of Place,” 66.
46 Winter, “Clarifying the critical in critical heritage studies,” 537.
47 Smith, Uses of Heritage.
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Winter describes it, the “consolidation of a scientistic materialism of heritage conservation”48 which 
propagates a particularly Western elitist identity within the practice and management of heritage.
According to Harrison, Categorisation, a concept from scientistic materialism, “implies a sense 
of threat, or at least some vulnerability, and various other qualities that set [heritage objects] apart 
from the everyday.”49 McCarthy discusses threat and risk perception within an architectural heritage 
context, in which “current built heritage protection strategies privilege the values of a small part of 
the community because these strategies do not reflect the ways most people perceive risks and make 
decisions.”50
Risk perception, and therefore risk management, as Harrison states, was “calculated and defined by 
a range of ‘experts’ who produce statistics and data that make risk calculable and hence measurable. 
Integral to this process of managing risk […] is the process of identifying and classifying it.”51 Risk 
perception was, as Harrison continues, “integral to the conditions of modernity itself [and as such] 
it follows that classification can be understood as central to the project of modernity. And if it is 
modernity’s relationship with the past that defines it, then it follows that time must be ordered and 
organised.”52
The understanding of ordered time, as part of wider modernity, generates a bind in which traditional 
conceptions of heritage are constrained. Harrison states that time in modernity “is not straightforward, 
as it involves a complex doubling in which it defines itself simultaneously as both ‘contemporary’ 
and ‘new’. In doing so, it constantly creates the present as ‘contemporary past’ whilst it anticipates 
the future as embodied within the present.”53 He, therefore, summarises modern concepts of time in 
that “the ambiguity of modernity’s relationship with the past produces what appear to be opposing 
sentiments in the desire to be unshackled from the past, whilst simultaneously fetishising and 
conserving fragments of it.”54 
48 Winter, “Clarifying the critical in critical heritage studies,” 537. Winter’s emphasis.
49 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 7.
50 McCarthy, “Re-thinking threats to architectural heritage,” 633.
51 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 28.
52 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 28.
53 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 25.
54 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 26.
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The ‘fetishising and conserving’ of fragments of the past, and the conditions of classification, ordering, 
and measuring of innate ‘heritage’ values are mechanisms through which Harrison and Smith, as 
well as Winter, Pishief, Harvey, Hall and McArthur, and Graham et al., critique AHD. In doing so, 
they propose that all heritage is produced in the present and that heritage cannot exist as a universal 
absolute.55 Graham et al. state “if the people in the present are the creators of heritage, and not merely 
passive receivers or transmitters of it, then the present creates the heritage it requires and manages 
it for a range of contemporary purposes,”56 and Harvey contends that heritage “has always been 
produced by people according to their contemporary concerns and experiences.”57
If heritage is always created in the present, it follows that heritage is better viewed: 
Not as a historical truth (fact) but only as conditional and hypothetical reasoning 
calculated to explain the nature of things (and people), and not to determine the 
origins of traditions or practices. If it is assumed that heritage has no empirical 
reality, then the process of identification is greatly altered and simplified.58 
As such, a multiplicity of different heritages and interpretations of the past exist.59  This condition 
of interpreting and reinterpreting the past by many cultures and groups often results in dissonance 
between differing perspectives.
Dissonance
Graham et al. argue that dissonance is a condition that “refers to the discordance or lack of agreement 
and consistency as to the meaning of heritage [… and] this appears to be intrinsic to the very nature 
of heritage and should not be regarded as an unforeseen or unfortunate by product.”60 Different and 
incompatible meanings stem from an underlying principal of the ownership of heritage. Conceived 
traditionally as a ‘thing’ within AHD, “dissonance arises because of the zero-sum characteristics of 
heritage, all of which belongs to someone and logically, therefore, not to someone else. The creation 
55 Graham, Ainsworth and Tunbridge, A Geography of Heritage, 93.
56 Graham, Ainsworth and Tunbridge, A Geography of Heritage, 2.
57 Harvey, “Heritage Pasts and Heritage Presents,” 320. This position is similar to that of Whittle, where “reinterpretation of 
the past is a continuous and healthy cultural and societal process.” Whittle, “’Your Place and Mine’ Heritage Management 
and a Sense of Place,” 66.
58 Edson, “Heritage: Pride or passion, product or service?” 345.
59 Graham, Ainsworth and Tunbridge, A Geography of Heritage, 3 and 32. Also see Harvey, “Heritage Pasts and Heritage 
Presents,” 320.
60 Graham, Ainsworth and Tunbridge, A Geography of Heritage, 24 and also 5.
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of any heritage actively or potentially disinherits or excludes those who do not subscribe, or are 
embraced within, the terms of meaning defining that heritage.”61
Smith considers dissonance with a wider scope in relation to socio-political power in which “the 
ability to possess, control and give meaning to the past and/or heritage sites is a re-occurring and 
reinforcing statement of disciplinary authority and identity,”62 while Harrison links the consideration of 
dissonance to the recognition of intangible cultural heritage, where “a recognition that the ownership 
of heritage confers not only rights to control access to (and income generated by) cultural objects, but 
also the power to control the production of knowledge about the past.”63
Concerns about physical and tangible fabric, or the production of cultural performance, are also 
caught up with wider arguments of power and socio-political control. Just as “physical destruction is 
perceived to injure not only the object, place or practice in question, but also the group of people who 
hold that as part of their heritage,”64 classification operates as a process of inclusion and exclusion, and 
is a mechanism of power in defining heritage.65 Carman states:
Any heritage or heritages we create should enhance our understanding of who we 
are and what we do, and increase our enjoyment and delight in the world we jointly 
inhabit. If it serves to separate us from that wider environment—by seeking to 
mark us out as ‘special’ or ‘different’ or ‘superior’, or indeed as ‘inferior’—then it 
is failing in its purpose.66
For Carman, concepts of heritage are closely related to ideas of identity. Smith observes that “the 
association between heritage and identity is well established in the heritage literature—material culture 
as heritage is assumed to provide a physical representation and reality to the ephemeral and slippery 
concept of ‘identity’.”67 Similarly, Pishief describes intangible heritage as “a moving, living, changing 
61 Graham, Ainsworth and Tunbridge, A Geography of Heritage, 24.
62 Smith, Uses of Heritage, 51.
63 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 109.
64 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 27.
65 Carman. Archaeology and Heritage, 17.
66 Carman, Archaeology and Heritage, viii-xi.
67 Smith, Uses of Heritage, 48.
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expression of an aspect of identity.”68 
With a focus on identity and socio-political power in the heritage discourse, especially within 
intangible heritage, Harrison is critical that this “does not always produce an account that adequately 
theorises the role of material ‘things’.”69 Instead he suggests a dialogical model of heritage, where “the 
production of heritage emerges from the relationship between people, ‘things’ and their environments 
as part of a dialogue or collaborative process of keeping the past alive in the present.”70
For Harrison this dialogical model implies “an ethical stance in relation to others, and a belief in the 
importance of acknowledging and respecting alternative perspectives and world views as a condition 
of dialogue, and provides a way to connect heritage with other pressing social, economic, political 
and environmental issues of our time.”71 Smith, while emphasising the intangibility of heritage, has 
previously proposed heritage as “a cultural process that engages with acts of remembering that work to 
create ways to understand and engage with the present, and the sites themselves are cultural tools that 
can facilitate, but are not necessarily vital for, this process.”72 
Pishief refers to a similar understanding while discussing Māori heritage in New Zealand. She 
introduces the concept of the ‘Connect’ or, as she describes, “betweenness, [in] that it unites person 
and place in intangible networks of emotion and meaning—from physical to spiritual and back 
again.”73  Such relationship-based approaches tend to be predominant concepts within critical heritage.
Critical heritage
Critical heritage is built on the ideas of identity, dissonance, the active production of heritage, and 
relationship-based approaches to people, objects, places, and performances. While drawing on many 
of the issues addressed within AHD, critical heritage radically departs from the structural operation of 
AHD in considering the production of heritage in the present. Winter states that critical heritage brings 
68 Pishief, “Constructing the Identities of Place,” 102.
69 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 112.
70 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 216.
71 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 9.
72 Smith, Uses of Heritage, 44.
73 Pishief, “Constructing the Identities of Place,” 175.
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“a critical perspective to bear upon the socio-political complexities that enmesh heritage [and tackles]
the thorny issues those in the conservation profession are often reluctant to acknowledge.”74 Critical 
heritage is significant as: 
it means better understanding [of] the various ways in which heritage now has a 
stake in, and can act as a positive enabler for, the complex, multi-vector challenges 
that face us today, such as cultural and environmental sustainability, economic 
inequalities, conflict resolution, social cohesion and the future of cities, to name a 
few.75
Winter has aligned critical heritage with post-Westernisation76 as it is part of a wider shift in rethinking 
modernism, post-modernism, and the structures of capitalism. Speaking broadly, Jeffery Nealon 
describes these shifts as “offering tools for thinking differently about the present, rather than primarily 
either exposing or undermining the supposed ‘truth’ of this or that cultural position.”77 As such, 
in relation to a discussion on the issues of globalisation, Nealon argues that “we now tend to start 
with the largest post-postmodern whole (e.g. globalisation), of which any particular part […] is a 
functioning piece.”78 Such a description is useful for understanding critical heritage, which starts by 
considering and conceptualising the whole, of which any particular part, such as identity, dissonance, 
place, sites, performances, or buildings, are a functioning, although not dominating, piece. 
This position is not consistent within the critical heritage literature. Waterton and Watson state that, 
with the exceptions of Smith, Croach, and Harrison, “it seems that some theoretical debates, such as 
those concerned with ‘big concepts’ such as identity, authenticity or dissonance have not adequately 
addressed the nature of heritage itself, either as a concept or practice.”79 Critical heritage is framed 
by authors such as Winter, Waterton and Watson, and Harrison, as a field that must be conceptualised 
with self-awareness of wider contemporary issues beyond those traditionally addressed in the heritage 
sector. 
74 Winter, “Clarifying the critical in critical heritage studies,” 533.
75 Winter, “Clarifying the critical in critical heritage studies,” 533.
76 Winter, “Clarifying the critical in critical heritage studies,” 542.
77 Nealon, Post-postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Just-in-time Capitalism, 88. For example, the construction of AHD 
exposes a ‘truth’ within traditional cultural positions of heritage.
78 Nealon, Post-postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Just-in-time Capitalism, 150.
79 Waterton and Watson, “Framing theory: towards a critical imagination in heritage studies,” 546.
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Witcomb and Buckly argue that critical heritage should address concerns such as:
A commitment to the plurality of stakeholders and a recognition of the power 
relations between them; a recognition of the constructed nature of heritage 
production and therefore the politics of representation; an interest in the 
democratisation of heritage production and access to its products in ways that 
foster true forms of collaboration and recognises human rights.80 
From this perspective, Harrison observes that dissonance and “controversy comes to be perceived not 
as a ‘social’ or ‘political’ problem to be managed, but as a mode of exploration in its own right, which 
has the potential to generate important new insights and forms of knowledge on issues of critical 
concern to the various actors involved.”81
In perceiving the production of heritage as a ‘mode of exploration’, Harrison believes that “a 
critical interdisciplinary heritage studies is well placed to address itself to some of the most pressing 
contemporary issues of social, economic, political and environmental concern.”82 Critical heritage 
may be applicable in New Zealand heritage practices, in which such concerns and the needs to 
address them are recognised in relation to the Treaty of Waitangi, cultural rights, and the concept of 
partnership between Māori and Pākehā. 
Contemporary practices of architectural heritage are characterised by AHD. While the New Zealand 
context provides recognition for Māori heritage concepts, architectural heritage practices tend to 
privilege built fabric and materiality. Such recourse to physical, tangible, heritage objects overlooks 
the socio-political context in which that heritage is constructed and the cultures and groups that 
heritage privileges. The following chapter describes how these concerns relate to heritage legislation 
in New Zealand. The Wanagnui Native Land Court hearing is also described as an example of 
architectural heritage practice in New Zealand where concerns of cultural recognition were addressed.
80 Witcomb and Buckley, “Engaging with the future of ‘critical heritage studies’,” 575.
81 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 244. Also see Graham et al. where “in essence, multiculturalism seems more 
likely to be defined as a mutual respect for multiple cultures in any one society, rather than the integration of those 
identities into a new composite culture.” Graham, Ainsworth and Tunbridge, A Geography of Heritage, 257.
82 Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 231.
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Chapter Three
The Wanganui Native Land Court Hearing and 
New Zealand Legislative Context
The Native Land Court building viewed from Moutoa Gardens
March 2013, photograph by author
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This thesis uses a case study approach to examine heritage practice in New Zealand. The case study 
is the 2013 Environment Court Hearing in the matter of the direct referral of an application for a 
resource consent under s87G of the Resource Management Act 1991 between Te Puna Mātautanga 
o Whanganui and Universal College of Learning (Applicants) and The Wanganui District Council 
(Consent Authority).1
Case study research is “a bounded system.”2 Case studies locate research to a specific time and place 
in order to understand and illustrate wider principles. The bounded nature of a case-study can be either 
naturally occurring or applied by a researcher. The Native Land Court case study is naturally bounded 
because “it consists of participants who are together for their own common purpose,”3 and the scope 
of research is limited to those who have an active interest and involvement in the issue. A case study 
approach does not account for all factions of New Zealand heritage practice and instead provides 
a singular example of architectural heritage practice in New Zealand. The case was selected as it 
demonstrated the conventional legislative mechanism through which issues of heritage are decided 
within New Zealand and, secondly, because the case explicitly addressed concerns of intangible and 
critical heritage.
In this chapter, a brief introduction to the legislative context of architectural heritage in New Zealand 
is given, followed by a description of the case study, the parties and people involved, their positions 
on granting or declining the resource consent, and the significance of the case study. This chapter 
provides a description of the case study before analysis is undertaken in chapters 4, 5, and 6.
New Zealand Architectural Heritage
The focus of architectural heritage practice in New Zealand has been the enabling and facilitating 
of legislative requirements and thus has resulted in a lack of critical literature in the field. As Pishief 
observes, “there is unfortunately a shortage of critical literature in the New Zealand context, […] 
which is in part caused by the small scale of a heritage profession dominated by archaeologists and 
1 Case number ENV-2012-WLG-000075, Decision Number [2013] NZEnvC 110. Referred to in this thesis as the Native Land 
Court case study.
2 Putney, “Case Study.” 116. Putney’s emphasis.
3 Putney, “Case Study.” 116.
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conservation architects concerned with the details of the management of heritage and its material 
fabric, particularly excavation and conservation.”4
There are five significant documents relating to architectural heritage in New Zealand: the Resource 
Management Act 1991 (RMA), the New Zealand Historic Places Act 1993 (Historic Places Act)5, the 
Regional Policy Statements of Regional Councils, the District Plan of local territorial authorities, and 
the non-regulatory 2010 ICOMOS NZ Charter. The regulatory and practical emphasis in New Zealand 
means that heritage disciplines are “quite explicitly anti-academic and anti-theoretical.”6
The Resource Management Act 1991
The Resource Management Act 1991 is the legislative protection mechanism for heritage in New 
Zealand. Pishief states “the RMA is the legislation that protects and regulates all historic heritage 
through the heritage policies, objectives and rules in regional and district plans.”7 
Since a 2003 amendment, the Act has defined historic heritage and positioned it as a matter of 
national importance. Section 6(f) protects “historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use, and 
development”8 and defines historic heritage as:
(a) those natural and physical resources that contribute to an understanding and 
appreciation of New Zealand’s history and cultures, deriving from any of the 
following qualities:
 (i) archaeological:
 (ii) architectural:
 (iii) cultural:
 (iv) historic:
 (v) scientific:
 (vi) technological; and
4 Pishief, “Constructing the Identities of Place,” 25-26.
5 The Historic Places Act was under review at the time of writing. The new Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 
passed in May 2014.
6 Pishief, “Constructing the Identities of Place,” 26.
7 Pishief, “Constructing the Identities of Place,” 73.
8 Resource Management Act 1991, s 6(f).
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(b) includes—
 (i) historic sites, structures, places, and areas; and
 (ii) archaeological sites; and
 (iii) sites of significance to Māori, including wāhi tapu; and
 (iv) surroundings associated with the natural and physical resources9
Heritage orders10 provide a mechanism to protect historic heritage. Greg Vossler states that heritage 
orders, “are a powerful tool to aid protection of historic heritage, [but] they are generally perceived 
as a means of ‘last resort’ (for example, when a building or site is under threat of demolition or 
destruction). This, in large part, may be attributable to ‘the clear rights to compensation spelt out in 
Section 198 of the RMA’.”11 The rights of compensation mean limited use of heritage orders within 
heritage practice.12
Similar to historic heritage, Māori cultures and traditions are recognised as a matter of national 
importance in the Act. Section 6(e) recognises and provides for “the relationship of Māori and their 
culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi tapu, and other taonga.”13 It is 
section 6(e) that accounts for Māori concepts of natural and physical resources.
Pishief states that “Māori see people, nature and the land as inextricably intertwined. Their view of 
history and heritage is based on a shared whakapapa in which ‘all things are from the same origin 
and the welfare of any part of the environment determines the welfare of the people.”14 Additionally, 
Ngawini Keelan criticises the:
unwillingness of power structures to recognise Māori sovereignty over Māori 
resources. To this extent, Māori have been largely undermined and ignored in 
matters relating to environmental planning and management [and] this freezing-out 
9 Resource Management Act 1991, s2 Historic Heritage
10 See the Resource Management Act 1991, ss 187-198M.
11 Vossler, “Sense or Nonsense?” 61. A heritage order may require the compulsory acquisition of a site or property and hence 
the applicant may be required to compensate for the acquisition.
12 Butts, “Institutional Arrangements for Cultural Heritage Management,” 172.
13 Resource Management Act 1991, s 6(e).
14 Pishief, “Constructing the Identities of Place,” 130. Citing Trapeznik.
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process has been detrimental to health of the tangata whenua and to the resources.15
Conflicts between section 6(e), Māori cultures, and section 6(f), historic heritage, occasionally occur, 
in which consent authorities must balance the weight of such matters in making a determination.16 
Such a conflict occurred in the Wanganui Native Land Court hearing.
The New Zealand Historic Places Act 1993
The New Zealand Historic Places Trust (NZHPT)17 is enabled by the New Zealand Historic Places Act 
1993 as a Crown entity responsible for the protection of historic places and sites within New Zealand. 
The NZHPT is tasked, under the purposes of the Act, to promote “the identification, protection, 
preservation, and conservation of the historical and cultural heritage of New Zealand.”18 The NZHPT 
is legislated to hold the position that “historic places have lasting value in their own right and provide 
evidence of the origins of New Zealand’s distinct society”.19
The NZHPT registers historic places, sites, areas, and wahi tapu as category I or II, based on the 
significance of the site, building, or area. Significance is considered using the categories defined in 
section 23 of the Act, including aesthetic, archaeological, architectural, cultural, historical, scientific, 
social, spiritual, technological, or traditional significance or value.20
Registration does not provide legislative protection of historic places.21 The NZHPT primarily serve 
an advocacy role which Vossler explains “with respect to the registration of historic and wahi tapu 
areas, the Trust can make recommendations to a territorial local authority or regional council regarding 
the measures they should take to assist in the production and management of areas under their 
jurisdiction.”22
15 Keelan, “Māori Heritage,” 99.
16 For example, the Court stated in the hearing decision that “in some situations there can be a tension between matters of 
national importance under s6, and it was suggested that could be so here.” Te Puna Mātaraunga o Whanganui at [75].
17 In May 2014 the NZHPT changes its name to Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga. This thesis uses the previous name 
of the New Zealand Historic Places Trust.
18 Historic Places Act 1993, s 4(1).
19 Historic Places Act 1993, s 4(2)(a).
20 Historic Places Act 1993 Section 23(1).
21 Legislative protection is provided under the Act for archaeological sites but not historic places, unless they are also meet 
the criteria for an archaeological site.
22 Vossler, “Sense or Nonsense?” 63.
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Registration identifies historic places, historic areas, wāhi tapu, and wāhi tapu areas but legislative 
protection occurs under the RMA or within the District Plans of local territorial authorities.
Regional Policy Statement
A Regional Policy Statement is a document that outlines the resource management use of a region 
governed by a Regional Council. It is produced by the Regional Council and determines the direction 
and provisions for historic heritage that must be included in the District Plans of that region. For this 
case study, the Horizons (Manawatu-Wanganui) Regional Council’s ‘One Plan’ contained the relevant 
Regional Policy Statement.
District Plans
District Plans provide the protective mechanism for historic heritage in a regional context. Different 
regions have different provisions for historic heritage as determined by Local and Regional Councils 
and the communities they represent. For this case study, the Wanganui District Plan contains the 
provisions for historic heritage and is written and enforced by the Wanganui District Council.
The District Plan provides the primary protective mechanism for buildings and places identified 
as historic heritage within the Plan. If any change or demolition of historic heritage was outside of 
what was permissible under the rules of the Plan, a resource consent would need to be applied for 
and granted before any changes or demolition could occur. The resource consent would be subject to 
the Resource Management Act and determined by a consent authority, such as a District Council or 
Environment Court.
2010 ICOMOS New Zealand Charter
The 2010 ICOMOS New Zealand Charter is a document guiding the conservation of places of cultural 
heritage value developed by the New Zealand National Committee of the International Council on 
Monuments and Sites. The Charter has no regulatory status, although the Charter suggests that it 
“should be made an integral part of statutory or regulatory heritage management policies or plans, and 
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should provide support for decision makers in statutory or regulatory processes. “23 
Jeremy Salmond states that the Charter:
accommodates cultural attitudes to historic heritage which are not universally 
shared with other countries. It reflects a history of development which has been 
to some extent shared between Māori and Europeans, and historical attitudes 
to buildings which are not always shared with other countries of similar 
backgrounds.24 
While accounting specifically for a New Zealand context, the Charter follows the spirit of the 
International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and Sites (the Venice 
Charter - 1964)25 which emphasises material conservation practices.
The RMA, Historic Places Act, District Plans, and ICOMOS NZ Charter are the key documents 
legislating or guiding heritage practice in New Zealand. They form the heritage context in which the 
case study of the Native Land Court hearing was set.
The Native Land Court building
The Native Land Court building is located in Whanganui, a town on the Western Coast of the North 
Island of New Zealand. The building is located in the ‘old town’ district of Whanganui on the corner of 
Rutland Street and Market Place. The prominent corner site is opposite the UCOL Whanganui campus 
along Rutland Street and, across Market Place, overlooks Moutoa gardens and out to the Whanganui 
River, as shown in Figure 3.1.
The site is also located in the area of Pākaitore, an historic fishing pā once centred on the 
contemporary location of Moutoa Gardens. The site is of ancestral significance to Māori, which David 
Armstrong states was “probably a ‘neutral’ place where all the river iwi might converge for fishing, 
23 ICOMOS New Zealand, “ICOMOS New Zealand Charter,” preamble. 
24 Salmond, “From Dead Ducks to Historic Buildings.” 51.
25 ICOMOS New Zealand, “ICOMOS New Zealand Charter,” preamble.
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Figure 3.1. Map of the Native Land Court building and surrounds. Image taken in 2005 before the construction 
of the UCOL campus in 2007. Image adapted from Google, Digital Globe, Horizons Regional Consortium, 
Imagery March 2005.
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trading and the discussion of important events.”26 Māori maintain the site as significant and in 1995 
staged a 79 day protest to restore the Mana of Whanganui people over the site.27
The Native Land Court is a single storey, unreinforced brick masonry building in the Art Deco 
Moderne style designed by John Campbell, Government Architect, along with Llewellyn Richards 
and Claude Paton. Campbell’s plan for the building was approved by the Native Department in 1917, 
but construction did not begin until 1921 due to the austerity of the First World War.  The building 
officially opened the following year. Alison Dangerfield describes that the “interior of the building 
included a court room and public and private office space for the Native Land Court and Aotea 
Māori Land Board judiciary and staff.”28 The building also contained two strong rooms and ancillary 
buildings in a court yard along Rutland Street.
The building was constructed for the use of the Native Land Court. The Native Land Court was 
established under the Native Lands Act 1862 and, as Grant Young states, “the Court would investigate 
[land] title through judicial process, decide who owned or did not own a piece of land whose 
boundaries were set out in a survey plan and maintain a record of the owners so the Crown or private 
purchases would know who to negotiate with to alienate the land.”29 David Armstrong summarises that 
the main role of the Court was to transform collective customary Māori land rights 
into a form of tradable individual title, and thereby facilitate land alienation. By 
around 1900 the vast majority of Māori land in the Whanganui district has passed 
through the Court. The impact on Māori was profound. By 1910 around 60% of 
Māori land in the Whanganui district had been sold, and by 1936 this figure had 
risen to around 80%.30
By the time the Native Land Court began sitting in the building at 11 Rutland Street, the vast majority 
of Māori land in the area had already been alienated.
The building was used by the Native Land Court and the Native Department until 1952, when the 
26  Te Puna Mātaraunga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Armstrong at [21].  
27 Ministry for Culture and Heritage, “Moutoa Gardens protest.”
28 Te Puna Mātaraunga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Dangerfiled at [15].  
29 Te Puna Mātaraunga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Young at [6]. 
30 Te Puna Mātaraunga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Armstrong at [8]. 
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Land Boards were disestablished and the building was inherited by the Māori Trustee.31 The building 
continued to be used by the Māori Affairs Department until 1982 when it was purchased by two Māori 
incorporations: Morikaunui and Atihau-Whanganui. The building was then sold to UCOL in 200632 as 
part of a land accumulation exercise by UCOL for their ‘Campus Converge’ project, in which UCOL 
was to consolidate a number of sites in Whanganui into a single campus.33
In the same year, a Memorandum of Understanding was signed between UCOL and Te Puna 
Mātauranga o Whanganui, the education authority for Whanganui iwi Te Atihaunui a Pāpārangi. The 
Memorandum included the establishment of an Iwi Tertiary Institute. Paul McElroy states that “the 
shared objectives of the parties are [...] to assist in the establishment of [...] the Iwi Tertiary Institute in 
close proximity to the UCOL campus development, not only to meet Whanganui iwi aspirations [but] 
also for mutuality of services for student support.”34
The site of the Native Land Court building was jointly chosen by UCOL and Te Puna as the location 
to construct the Iwi Tertiary Institute. An attempt to prepare the site for construction occurred in 
2008, when UCOL and Te Puna applied for a resource consent to “demolish the former Māori Land 
Court and ancillary buildings in order to establish and maintain a recreational green space within the 
UCOL campus.”35 This consent was heard and declined by the Wanganui District Council. UCOL 
subsequently appealed the decision and this was heard in the Environment Court in late 2009 and early 
2010. The appeal was declined because the consent was for the establishment of a green space rather 
than a resolved proposal for an iwi tertiary institute. The 2010 Environment Court decision stated that
heritage interests do not trump everything else. It may be that the promotion of 
sustainable management requires the social advancement (through education) of 
Whanganui iwi to take precedence over historic heritage in this case, particularly in 
the light of our reservations as to the heritage significance of the Māori Land Court 
building.36
31 Te Puna Mātaraunga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Armstrong at [102].
32 Te Puna Mātaraunga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Young at [51].
33  Te Puna Mātaraunga o Whanganui Transcript at 94.
34  Te Puna Mātaraunga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, McElroy at [25]
35 Universal College of Learning at [1].
36 Universal College of Learning at [148].
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The declined outcome of the 2010 decision and the inclusion of critical heritage perspectives in that 
hearing37 were key influences in selecting the Wanganui Native Land Court building as a case-study 
for research. The 2013 hearing was chosen as a case-study, firstly, because it was more recent and 
the hearing was to occur during the time this research was undertaken and, secondly, because it was 
anticipated that similar heritage discussions would occur in the 2013 resource consent application.
The Native Land Court hearing
The Environment Court hearing was heard in March 2013 to determine a resource consent under 
the Resource Management Act (RMA) to “demolish the former [Native] Land Court and ancillary 
buildings and establish, operate and maintain an iwi tertiary institute, Te Whare Mātauranga.”38
The proposed iwi tertiary institute, Te Whare Mātauranga, was a joint venture between the applicants 
to provide “a place that provides student support, whānau support for students and a meeting place for 
kāumatua of the community to participate in, and positively influence, the lives of the Māori students 
enrolled at UCOL and in other tertiary learning.”39 A significant factor in the application was the 
philosophy behind the iwi tertiary institute where it was of:
fundamental agreement that, rather than Māori education being subsumed within 
the UCOL infrastructure and facility, a separate but supportive relationship 
is envisioned. Each entity will offer the particular expertise, knowledge and 
infrastructure respectively to allow iwi to operate as an independent entity.40
The applicants initially lodged the application for resource consent with the Wanganui District Council 
(Council) on 10 April 2012 and requested full public notification of the application. Two submissions 
were received on the application, one from the New Zealand Historic Places Trust Pouhere Taonga 
(NZHPT) and the other from the Whanganui Regional Heritage Trust (WRHT).41 As both parties 
37 Elizabeth Pishief gave evidence at the 2010 hearing, in which she stated “the issues are not about the Native Land Court 
building but about identity – about whose heritage will take precedence.” Pishief’s comment was clearly positioned within 
critical heritage. See Universal College of Learning at [112].
38 Te Puna Mātaraunga o Whanganui at [2].
39 Te Puna Mātaraunga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Voice at page 39.  
40 Te Puna Mātaraunga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Voice at page 38.  
41 The Whanganui Regional Heritage Trust was originally a regional branch committee of the NZHPT. With the expected 
passing of the Heritage New Zealand Bill, some branch committees of the NZHPT were disestablished and the WRHT 
became an independent entity to promote the historic, cultural, and architectural heritage of the Whanganui region.
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submitted on the resource consent application, both were entitled to participate in the Environment 
Court hearing as section 274 parties under the Resource Management Act.
Conventionally, resource consent applications are heard and determined by local government, in this 
case the Wanganui District Council. In this application, the applicants requested that the resource 
consent be directly referred to the Environment Court under section 87G of the RMA, given that the 
earlier application to develop the site had been declined by the Environment Court.
The 2013 hearing was held over three days, beginning 25 March, in the current Māori Land Court in 
Whanganui. The hearing was between the applicants and the Wanganui District Council but, as the 
resource consent was a direct referral, the Council also played an advisory role to assist the Court, 
primarily with understanding the planning provisions in the Wanganui District Plan. Due to the 
advisory role of the Council, the opposing parties were constructed as Te Puna and UCOL versus 
NZHPT, as a section 274 party, and much of the content of the hearing was produced by these two 
groups. All of the parties involved called expert witnesses to assist in establishing their respective 
cases before the Court, and are described in Table 3.1.
The key positions taken by each party can be generalised as follows:
Te Puna and UCOL
The site of the Native Land Court building was in the wider area of Pākaitore42, which was of ancestral 
and historical significance to Whanganui iwi and broader Whanganui Māori. The Native Land Court 
was the body responsible for the alienation of Māori land between the 1860s and 1920s. Whanganui 
iwi, Te Atihaunui a Pāpārangi, want to reclaim their identity within Pākaitore by demolishing the 
Native Land Court building and replacing it with a new building that represents Māori values to be 
used for an iwi tertiary institute to promote Māori educational involvement and success at a tertiary 
level.
42 Pākaitore was a traditional fishing settlement and marketplace centred on Moutoa Gardens. The size and extent of Pākaitore 
varied throughout its history.
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Court
Judge C J Thompson Environment Judge
Judge C L Fox Deputy Chief Māori Land Court Judge
D J Bunting Environment Commissioner 
Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui and Universal College of Learning (Applicants)
J W Maassen Counsel – Cooper Rapley, Lawyers
N Jessen Counsel – Cooper Rapley, Lawyers
David Armstrong Expert Witness - History
Bruce Dickson Expert Witness - Architecture
David Forrest Expert Witness - Planning
Frances Goulton Expert Witness – Education
Rau Hoskins Expert Witness – Architecture
Paul McElroy Expert Witness – Education
John Silvester Expert Witness - Engineering
Esther Tinirau Expert Witness – Heritage (Whakapapa)
Wanganui District Council (Consent Authority)
P Drake Counsel
Rochelle Voice Expert Witness – Planning
New Zealand Historic Places Trust Pohere Taonga (s274 party)
P J Page Counsel – Gallaway Cook Allan, Lawyers
K E Krumdieck Counsel – Gallaway Cook Allan, Lawyers
Sylvia Allan Expert Witness – Planning
Winston Clark Expert Witness – Engineering
Alison Dangerfield Expert Witness – Architecture
Jeremy Salmond Expert Witness – Architecture
Te Kenehi Teira Expert Witness – Heritage (Māori)
Dean Whiting Expert Witness – Heritage (Māori)
Grant Young Expert Witness – History
Whanganui Regional Heritage Trust (s274 party)
Wendy Pettigrew Expert Witness – Heritage
Table 3.1. People involved in the 2013 Environment Court hearing.
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The UCOL/Te Puna argument consisted of the following main points:
• UCOL and Te Puna have a Memorandum of Understanding for developing an 
iwi tertiary institute to meet Māori educational needs.
• There are significant costs in renovating the existing building to meet current 
building regulations.
• The current Native Land Court building is not appropriate to be used for Māori 
needs as an iwi tertiary institute.
• Māori education requires a purpose designed building to represent Māori 
identity.
• The historic heritage provisions in the District Plan are Eurocentric and do not 
account for Māori conceptions of heritage.
• The current building does not afford the heritage significance it currently is 
given, as it is not the only purpose built Native Land Court building in the 
region.43
• The site is of historical significance to Māori.
• Building the institute on the site maintains and reclaims what mana whenua 
believes is rightfully theirs.
• Māori should have a right to self-determination over their resources.
• The resource consent application should be granted.
Wanganui District Council
The Council held a neutral stance on the demolition of the building while recognising both the 
importance of Māori cultural heritage and identity within the town, as well as the need to retain and 
conserve the colonial historic heritage of the Whanganui township.
Their position was guided by the District Plan which, at the time of the Native Land Court resource 
consent application, contained Chapter 4 on Cultural Heritage Conservation and Chapter 19 on the 
Old Town Conservation Zone (Overlay Zone). These chapters specified the rules of the District Plan 
43 A community hall in Upokongaro, 10km out of Whanganui, was considered to be built for the purposes of the Native Land 
Court in 1881. The building still exists today and therefore UCOL/Te Puna considers there to be two purpose built Native 
Land Court Buildings in the region.
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regarding Whanganui’s heritage. Rule 19.5 in Chapter 19 stated:
The following are discretionary44 activities in the Old Town Conservation Zone 
(Overlay Zone):
 a. demolition of structures45
The purpose of Chapter 19 and the Old Town Conservation Zone (Overlay Zone) was to “protect all of 
the buildings within the zone; including buildings that individually were assessed as having their own 
cultural heritage values and the part those buildings play in creating an environment that equals more 
than the sum of the individual parts.”46 The Native Land Court building was not individually identified 
in the Old Town Conservation Zone (Overlay Zone). Instead it was protected due to its contribution to 
the values of the zone as a collective.
A discretionary activity would require permission through a resource consent from a consent authority. 
As the Native Land Court building was in the geographical area of the Old Town Conservation Zone 
(Overlay Zone), the building was protected from demolition unless a resource consent was granted.
The Wanganui District Plan was guided by the partly operative47 Horizons (Manawatu-Wanganui) 
‘One Plan’ as the Regional Policy Statement that guides resource management practice in the region. 
The One Plan has three provisions relating to historic heritage:
• Objective 7-3 protects historic heritage from activities that would significantly 
reduce heritage qualities
• Policy 7-10 requires District Plans to include provisions to protect historic 
heritage
• Policy 7-11 requires that territorial authorities must include a schedule of known 
44 In the RMA there are both Discretionary and Restricted Discretionary activities. A Discretionary activity is one where 
a consent authority can, if granting the resource consent, impose conditions in relation to any matters that help control 
the activity’s effects. A Restricted Discretionary activity limits the imposed conditions, if the consent is granted, to 
only matters specified in the District Plan.  In the hearing, the activity status was argued by the parties. UCOL/Te Puna 
considered it to be a Restricted Discretionary and the NZHPT considered it to be a Discretionary Activity. The Court 
decided that it should be considered as a Discretionary activity.
45 Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Voice at 256. Also recorded as Rule 181 in the electronic version of 
the Wanganui District Plan following the implementation of Plan change 20 to amend the rule referencing of the plan for 
electronic use.
46 Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Voice at 242-243.
47 The ‘One Plan’ was partly operative as the proposed policy statement had proceeded past the stage at which all submissions 
and appeals relating to historic heritage and tangata whenua aspects had been dealt. In the hearing, the ‘One Plan’ applied 
as the Regional Policy Statement.
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historic heritage for their region in the District Plan.48
The operative Wanganui District Plan considered historic heritage in the Old Town Conservation Zone 
collectively and did not provide a definitive schedule of historic heritage as required by the One Plan. 
Proposed Plan Change 29 for the Wanganui District Plan would introduce a schedule of heritage items 
that the Wanganui District Council has identified as being of heritage significance. The Native Land 
Court building would be considered a ‘Class A’ building, the highest heritage significance and the 
only building in this class. Plan Change 29 would recognise the building as having greater individual 
significance in the District Plan. Although the plan was proposed, rather than operative, the Court was 
required to take this plan change into account in its decision.
NZHPT
The NZHPT stated that the building must be retained and conserved due to its architectural 
significance, uniqueness, and historical significance, and because it provides a tangible reminder of 
the past for both present and future generations. The NZHPT also advocated that the building could 
be adaptively reused to meet the functional requirements of Te Whare Mātauranga or, that if a new 
building were required, there were alternative sites available that do not require the demolition of 
historic heritage.
The NZHPT argument consisted of the following main points:
• The building cannot be demolished as it is a tangible reminder of the past.
• The Historic Places Act and the District Plan require the retention of historic 
heritage.
• The ICOMOS charter favours the option of adaptive reuse of historic heritage.
• The building can be adaptively reused to meet the purposes of the iwi tertiary 
institute.
• There are precedents for adaptively reusing Native Land Court buildings to 
meet Māori needs.
48 Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui at [61].
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• With some expenditure, the building can be brought up to the current building 
code.
• Other sites of lesser or no heritage value are available to construct the iwi 
tertiary institute.
• The building is of high heritage value and has historic and architectural 
significance.
• The building is the only example of a purpose-built Native Land Court building 
in the region.
• The site and building are of historic importance to both Māori and Pākehā.
• The site (and building) are also significant for Māori outside of the Whanganui 
region and their views should have been considered.
• The resource consent application should be declined.
Whanganui Regional Heritage Trust
WRHT took a deliberately neutral position on the demolition or retention of the building. The WRHT 
position was, if the building should be demolished, that the history of the building and site be recorded 
and memorialisation of the history and the building be provided within any new building upon the site.
Decisions in the Environment Court are generally reserved, in that they are released in writing 
following the hearing. On 17 May 2013, the Court released the decision declining the application for 
resource consent. The decision is included in Appendix A.
Significance of the Case Study
The case study is significant as it demonstrates a conflict of Māori and Pākehā cultural identities as 
articulated through an object of historic heritage. In other words, larger conflicts of identity came to 
rest on the specific site of the Native Land Court building.
The role of the built form, both existing and proposed, raised questions regarding its use in 
constructions of architectural heritage. The approach of UCOL/Te Puna, and to some extent that of 
the NZHPT, blurred the boundaries between tangible and intangible heritage values and how they 
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relate to, or are represented in, material fabric. The arguments of each party were more complex than a 
simple binary of Māori vs. Pākehā heritage aspirations and traditions. 
Despite the position of the argument put forward by each party, many of the expert witnesses discussed 
the built form in similar ways. For example, the fabric of the Native Land Court building represented 
a colonial identity and the fabric of the proposed building was to express a Māori identity. In both 
arguments, the material fabric was thought to convey identity.
In the following chapters, the case study is analysed using content analysis. The results do not 
qualitatively describe the content of each argument, but instead reveal how each argument was 
quantitatively composed in relation to the arguments of other witnesses and an applied context. The 
quantity is assumed to reflect significance in the hearing process. In analysing the construction of each 
argument, the role of the built form within those arguments is revealed and provides insight into the 
function of the built form in architectural heritage within the case study.
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Chapter Four
Methodology
The Entrance Hall of the Native Land Court building
March 2013, photograph by author
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In this chapter the case study methodology used to analyse the Wanganui Native Land Court case 
is presented. Content analysis as a research methodology is first described before outlining how 
the methodology was undertaken in this thesis, including: the reading of the case study content, 
the development of coding categories, the process for coding the data, and the process for counting 
the data. This chapter acts as the instruction set for producing the results. The identification of the 
resulting patterns and key findings are discussed in Chapter 5 and a full set of results is presented in 
Appendix B.
Content Analysis
Content analysis is “a research technique for making replicable and valid inferences from texts (or 
other meaningful matter) to the contexts of their use.”1 Content analysis is, therefore, the detailed 
analysis of the content of a text in order to understand its relationship to the wider context in which 
that text was produced or may be used. 
Krippendorf explains that there are three definitions of content analysis used by researchers. These 
definitions include:
1. Definitions that take content to be inherent in a text
2. Definitions that take content to be a property of the source of a text
3. Definitions that take content to emerge in the process of a researcher analysing a 
text relative to a particular context.2
While the first two definitions rely on a text having inherent meanings or examine the intended 
context of a text, the third definition provides a model for understanding texts in a context different to 
that which they may have been intended. These distinctions parallel the distinction between critical 
heritage and Authorised Heritage Discourse, where AHD assumes values to be inherent in the property 
of the built fabric of heritage buildings and where critical heritage creates contextual values of heritage 
buildings. 
In the third definition of content analysis, the meaning and understanding of a text is derived from 
1 Krippendorff, Content Analysis, 18.
2 Krippendorff, Content Analysis 19. Krippendorff’s emphasis.
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the context of the text. The researcher has an active role in constructing the context in which the text 
is read, in order to test and analyse the applicability of the text to the context. The third definition 
supports an ethnographic approach to content analysis, in which the conceptual contributions of 
reading a text are specifically recognised and “does not ignore the contributions that analysts make.”3 
An ethnographic approach is used in this thesis.
While an ethnographic approach allows flexibility for taking into account new concepts that emerge 
during involvement with the text,4 all forms of content analysis follow a similar methodological 
process. This includes: 
1. the reading of content, 
2. development of categories of analysis,
3. the coding of data, 
4. counting of data, and
5. the identification of resulting patterns.5
Each section of this chapter follows these sequential steps and describes how they were undertaken 
in this project. The identification and discussion of the results and the analysis is contained in the 
following chapter.
1. Reading of Content
Satu Elo and Helui Kyngäs describe the initial phase of content analysis where “researchers should 
allow themselves simply to read through each [text] as many times as necessary to apprehend its 
essential features, without feeling pressured to move forward analytically.”6 As part of this process, I 
firstly attended the Environment Court hearing held in Whanganui. At this time, access to the Court 
documents was restricted so it was an exercise in understanding the case and the processes of the 
Environment Court through the performance of the court hearing. Before this time, I was only aware 
of the case history, having read the outcome of the 2010 hearing and having had informal discussions 
with those involved in the previous hearing.
3 Krippendorff, Content Analysis, 21.
4 Krippendorff, Content Analysis, 21.
5 The identification of resulting patterns is not included in this chapter. See Chapter 5.
6 Elo and Kyngäs, “The qualitative content analysis process,” 113.
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Once the hearing was completed and the decision was released, a request to the Environment Court 
was made for the documentation of the case, particularly the written statements of evidence and the 
hearing transcript. The Court provided all but one written statement of evidence (that of Pettigrew for 
the WRHT). Other data not provided included the opening and closing submissions of Counsel and 
the written questions from the Court to Mr. Dickson, who was not in attendance at the hearing. This 
omitted information was also unavailable by other means.
It is a limitation of content analysis in that it may only examine already recorded messages.7 Had the 
omitted information been available, or the project repeated with the information included in analysis, 
different findings might have resulted.
Once the documentation was acquired, it was initially read to develop an understanding of the data. 
A second reading was then undertaken and a list of themes was generated during the reading process. 
These themes included: 
• threats, 
• opportunities, 
• individual identities, 
• group identities, 
• comments on other identities, 
• relationships between individuals and buildings, 
• relationships between groups and buildings, 
• comments on the relationships of others to buildings, 
• the current building, 
• the proposed building, 
• a proposed alternative building, 
• the historical context, 
• the wider site, 
• the legislative context, 
• the hearing itself,
7 Berg, Qualitative Research Methods for the Social Sciences, 259.
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• positive changes, 
• negative changes, and
• neutral changes. 
Some of these themes, such as positive and negative changes, or the lack of change, are inherent to 
the resource consent application and are identified in an Assessment of Environmental Effects. Other 
themes instead emerged as commonalities across the Court hearing documentation.
These themes were continually developed throughout the reading process. As reading was undertaken 
in the order in which witnesses appeared within the hearing, it was possible that themes within the 
documentation of earlier witnesses were overlooked in comparison to the later witnesses. For this 
reason, a third reading was undertaken to preliminary check the developed themes against all of the 
hearing documentation and to ensure a comprehensive understanding of the hearing.
The initial themes of enquiry identified in the reading process were formalised in preparation for 
undertaking a structured coding of the data. This structured coding is primarily for two reasons. Firstly, 
“every content analysis requires a context within which the available texts are examined. The analyst 
must, in effect, construct a world in which the texts make sense and can answer the analyst’s research 
questions.”8 While the above themes were developed during the reading process based on the aims of 
this thesis, they needed to be formalised to construct the context of analysis.
Secondly, any application of categories would need to be replicable. Described by Bruce Berg, 
“the criteria of selection used in any given content analysis must be sufficiently exhaustive to 
account for each variation of message content and must be rigidly and consistently applied so that 
other researchers or readers, looking at the same messages, would obtain the same or comparable 
results.”9 In other words, any process and categories must be explicit to allow for replication by other 
researchers and the categories must account for all data. 
8 Krippendorff, Content Analysis, 24.
9 Berg, Qualitative Research Methods for the Social Sciences, 240-241.
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2. The Development of categories of analysis
Replicability of the methodology requires consistent unitisation of the data into smaller units for 
analysis and the establishment of categories that reflect the main concerns of the data. The existing 
format required by the Environment Court allowed for the consistent unitisation of data.
The Environment Court requires written statements of evidence to be submitted in sequentially 
numbered paragraphs. Although Berg explains that paragraphs are “infrequently used as the basic 
unit in content analysis chiefly because of the difficulties that have resulted in attempting to code 
and classify the various and often numerous thoughts stated and implied in a single paragraph,”10 
the format of the Environment Court is unlike other examples of text, in which paragraphs generally 
address a singular topic, idea, or concern. The transcript of the hearing was also adequately formatted 
for unitisation. The hearing, as it was performed, involved a question being asked by Counsel or the 
Judges and answered by the expert witness. The transcript is therefore a written record of question and 
answer sets. Each set can be unitised within the coding process.
Different unit sizes could have been used in the project, but these were discounted primarily for 
practical reasons. Larger unit sizes, such as the documentation per expert witness or the collection of 
paragraphs per subheading within the written statements of evidence, contained too much variation 
in topics and would have reduced the sample size of units analysed. The data collected from a larger 
unit size would not have given the detail and complexity of the hearing in the results. Smaller unit 
sizes, such as per sentence, were considered and this would have increased the sample size, potentially 
allowing for greater detail and complexity in the results. This increase in detail needed to be balanced 
against pragmatic concerns and, given that the hearing was coded manually by the author, time and 
resource constraints meant that a smaller unit size was not feasible. Resourcing and time constraints 
also limited the data that could be analysed in the coding process. Several witnesses provided, often 
voluminous, appendices to their written statements of evidence providing additional contextual 
information for the benefit of the Court, for example, the Wanganui District Plan, the ICOMOS 
Charter, and the Wanganui UCOL Education Plan. These appendices were not analysed in the coding 
process.
10 Berg, Qualitative Research Methods for the Social Sciences, 247.
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An exception to this rule was that two appendices to the written evidence were included in order to 
provide consistent data with the other witnesses. These appendices were:
• Appendix 2 of John Silvester’s evidence as it contained his evidence from the 
2009/2010 hearing, which he used as the basis of his 2013 evidence rather than 
conducting a new inspection of the building.11
• David Forrest’s Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE)12 contained in 
the Resource Consent Application from David Forrest. The other planning 
witnesses provided the AEE in their written statements of evidence, therefore 
the resource consent application was included in the evidence of Forrest.13
Following unitisation, the data was coded into categories. It was these categories that test the content 
of the hearing by measuring and analysing the ways in which heritage was constructed at the hearing. 
Six main categories were identified from the reading process: threat, identity, bridge, building, context, 
and change and are defined in Table 4.1.
Category Definition
Threat A statement of threat or opportunity for the weakening or strengthening of an identity.
Identity A statement of identity or an aspect of identity.
Bridge A statement that bridges identity to an object or the built form.
Building A statement about the object or built form.
Context A statement about the context of the object or built form.
Change A statement about the change the witness wished was implemented in the built form.
Table 4.1. Category definitions identified from the reading process of content analysis.
Once coding began, issues emerged from using these categories and they were subsequently revised 
11 Silvester states that “my most recent inspection of the building was in preparation for the 2009 hearing, so I am not aware 
of any further structural damage beyond that observed in my previous inspections which were brought to the attention of 
that division of the Court.” Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Silvester at [11].
12 An Assessment of Environmental Effects is a required document with any resource consent application. It outlines the 
effects a proposed activity may have on the environment.
13 The Resource Consent Application was first submitted to the Wanganui District Council as the consent authority, requesting 
that the consent be directly referred to the Environment Court under s87G of the RMA. As the consent was directly 
referred to the Court, the Council provided a summary of the application to assist the Court in its decision. As such, 
the Resource Consent Application was attached as an appendix to the evidence of Rochelle Voice (planning witness for 
the Council). Since the Resource Consent Application was written by Forrest’s planning company, Good Earth Matters 
Consulting, it was considered to be the evidence of Forrest.
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before further coding was undertaken. For example, the category of ‘bridge’ was the only category 
to measure a mechanism linking one category to another. While the other categories measured types 
of paragraphs or question sets, this category measured how categories were connected, and so was a 
different type of classification to the other categories. The category was subsequently removed.
Another issue to arise was that the categories of ‘building’ and ‘context’ were relatively broad, 
and much of the detail of the hearing was reduced. These categories were segmented to contain 
subcategories to allow the results to better reflect the complexity of the data. Missing from the 
categories was an ‘other’ category for information that was not directly relevant to the heritage 
arguments. For example, the administrative issues raised in the cross-examination were recorded in the 
transcript but not relevant to arguments of heritage. An other category was included for the coding of 
administrative issues, but this data was not included in any analysis. The categories and subcategories 
shown in Table 4.2 were used to code the data.
3. The coding of data
To unitise the data a photocopy was made of all the Court documents and divided into discrete 
individuals, i.e. each expert witness. Each photocopy of written and transcript evidence was then 
literally cut into paragraphs and question sets. This process unitised the data for each witness. The data 
for each witness was then coded in the following order:
1. David Armstrong (History witness for UCOL/Te Puna)
2. Te Kenehi Teira (Māori heritage witness for NZHPT)
3. Frances Goulton (Education witness for UCOL/Te Puna)
4. Grant Young (History witness for NZHPT)
5. Rau Hoskins (Architecture witness for UCOL/Te Puna)
6. Win Clark (Engineering witness for NZHPT)
7. Rochelle Voice (Planning witness for UCOL/Te Puna)
8. John Silvester (Engineering witness for UCOL/Te Puna)
9. Jeremy Salmond (Architecture witness for NZHPT)
10. Paul McElroy (Education witness for UCOL/Te Puna)
11. Alison Dangerfield (Architecture witness for NZHPT)
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12. David Forrest (Planning witness for UCOL/Te Puna)14
13. Dean Whiting (Māori heritage witness for NZHPT)
14. Bruce Dickson (Architecture witness for UCOL/Te Puna)
15. Sylvia Allan (Planning witness for NZHPT)
16. Esther Tinirau (Heritage witness for UCOL/Te Puna)
17. Wendy Pettigrew (Heritage witness for WRHT)
The coding process for each witness was undertaken by having five envelopes laid out on a table, each 
labelled with one of the different categories as shown in Figure 4.1. Each paragraph and question set 
was read individually in turn and coded into the category of best fit (Figure 4.2). If a statement could 
fit into more than one category, it was included in both categories by photocopying and labelling 
the statement with each of the categories to which it related. Each photocopy was then placed in the 
respective category envelopes, with a record kept that the data was recorded under multiple categories.
4. Counting the data
The data was then counted to produce quantitative results. Each category and sub-category was 
counted for each expert witness with separate counts for written paragraphs and question sets. The 
counts were recorded in an excel spreadsheet. The counting exercise was repeated twice to ensure that 
the initial counts were correct. If the two counts differed, subsequent counts were undertaken until the 
count was consistent. Repeating the counting process ensured that errors in counting were removed or 
minimised in the process.
In some cases, paragraphs and questions related to multiple categories. Consequently the counts 
produced a number greater than the hearing total for each witness and hence repetition of counting 
provided an assurance that the counts were correct. Once counted, the Excel spreadsheet provided 
numerical data from which resulting patterns could be identified.
The numerical data from each expert witness was also used to compile the results for each party 
and each profession, where the counts in each category were added across the expert witnesses 
14  Although Forrest’s AEE was attached as an appendix to Rochelle Voice’s evidence, it was coded as the evidence of Forrest.
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representing a party or across expert witnesses in the same profession. Additionally, both the number 
of paragraphs and question sets for each expert witness, profession, and party were calculated as 
percentages so that they were directly comparable. The main percentage results are discussed in 
Chapter 6, with all results given in Appendix B.
Figure 4.1. Envelope layout for coding the data
Figure 4.2. Coding the data into the categories
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Chapter Five
Results
The Native Land Court building and Keepa Te Rangihiwinui memorial 
viewed from Moutoa Gardens
March 2013, photograph by author
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In the previous chapter, content analysis methodology was described. In this chapter, the key results 
of the research are presented. Firstly, the percentages of the paragraphs from the written statements of 
evidence and question sets from the cross-examination transcript are shown for the hearing as a whole. 
The results are then presented for 
(a) each expert witness, 
(b) the combined results of expert witnesses in a party, and 
(c) the combined results of expert witnesses with similar expertise. 
The distribution of content in the categories varies for the different witnesses, professions, and parties. 
From this variation, five patterns were identified that account for the different distributions of content 
within the categories. These patterns are then discussed with respect to how they relate to the parties, 
the professions, and the expert witnesses, and how the patterns differ between the written statements of 
evidence and the cross-examination transcript.
Interpreting the results
The full set of results is presented as graphs in Appendix B. The results include:
1. A comparison of the percentage of paragraphs from the written statements of 
evidence in the main categories and subcategories between the:
  (a) Parties,
  (b) Professions, 
  (c) The expert witnesses with the same expertise.
2. A comparison of the percentage of question sets from the cross-examination 
between the:
   (a) Parties,
  (b) Professions,
  (c) The expert witnesses with the same expertise.
The parties were composed of the expert witnesses called by a party’s counsel. The professions were 
composed of the expert witnesses who shared a similar expertise, regardless of which party they were 
called by. The composition of the expert witnesses in each party and expertise is shown in Table 5.1.
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Expertise Party
UCOL/Te Puna NZHPT Council WRHT
Architecture Rau Hoskins
Bruce Dickson
Jeremy Salmond
Alison Dangerfield
Engineering John Silvester Win Clark
Planning David Forrest Sylvia Allan Rochelle Voice
History David Armstrong Grant Young
Education Frances Goulton
Paul McElroy
Heritage Esther Tinirau Te Kenehi Teira
Dean Whiting
Wendy Pettigrew
Table 5.1. The witnesses of each party and profession.1
The results from the cross-examination transcript were recorded for each expert witness. Therefore, 
the party results under cross-examination refer to the party of the expert witness, rather than the party 
of counsel who were cross-examining the witness. For example, the cross-examination results of 
David Armstrong, (history witness for UCOL/Te Puna) show the percentage of question sets answered 
by Armstrong. Therefore, for the party results, Armstrong’s question sets contribute to the UCOL/
Te Puna party as he was called by, and represented, that party. In other words, the question asked by 
the counsel and the answer given by the expert witness were coded as one set in the results under the 
expert witness, and the party who called the expert witness.
Overall results
The combined results of the hearing are shown in Table 5.2, presenting the percentage of paragraphs 
and question sets in each of the categories and subcategories for the written statements of evidence and 
the cross-examination transcript for the whole hearing.
The key arguments of UCOL/Te Puna and the NZHPT identified in Chapter 3 relate to the coding 
categories. The arguments that primarily related to the categories were:
1 Esther Tinirau appeared as the Manager of Te Puna and gave evidence from the perspective of local Māori and the heritage 
significance of the site through whakapapa.
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Threat
• Building the institute on the site maintains and reclaims what mana whenua 
believes is rightfully theirs (opportunity identified by UCOL/Te Puna).
• The building cannot be demolished as it is a tangible reminder of the past 
(NZHPT)
Identity category
• UCOL and Te Puna have a memorandum of understanding for developing an 
iwi tertiary institute to meet Māori educational needs (UCOL/Te Puna).
• Māori should have a right to self-determination over their resources (UCOL/Te 
Puna).
• The site and building are of historical importance to both Māori and Pākehā 
(NZHPT).
Building category
• There are significant costs in renovating the existing building to meet current 
building regulations (UCOL/Te Puna).
• The current Native Land Court building is not appropriate to be used for Māori 
needs as an iwi tertiary institute (UCOL/Te Puna).
• With some expenditure, the building can be brought up to the current building 
code (NZHPT).
• The building can be adaptively reused to meet the purposes of the iwi tertiary 
institute (NZHPT).
Context category
• The current building does not afford the heritage significance it currently is 
given, as it is not the only purpose built Native Land Court building in the 
region (UCOL/Te Puna).
• The historic heritage provisions in the District Plan are Eurocentric and do not 
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account for Māori conceptions of heritage (UCOL/Te Puna).
• The building is the only example of a purpose-built Native Land Court building 
in the region (NZHPT).
• There are precedents for adaptively reusing Native Land Court buildings to 
meet Māori needs (NZHPT).
• The Historic Places Act and the District Plan require the retention of historic 
heritage (NZHPT).
• The ICOMOS charter favours the option of adaptive reuse of historic heritage 
(NZHPT).
• The building is of high heritage value and has historic and architectural 
significance (NZHPT).
Future Context
• The resource consent application should be granted (UCOL/Te Puna).
• The resource consent application should be declined (NZHPT).
Most arguments were in the Context category and this was reflected in the results, with the Context 
category having a higher percentage of the hearing content. The arguments in the Context category 
were generally ‘two sides of the same coin’ in which the parties took opposing viewpoints on the 
same context. For example, in assessing the rarity and uniqueness of the Native Land Court Building, 
David Armstrong, historian for UCOL/Te Puna, argued that a Court building “erected at Upokongaro 
by Kennedy in 1881 was the first purpose-built Native Land Court in the Whanganui district.”2 Grant 
Young, historian for the NZHPT, refuted that claim, instead arguing that “it does not appear that the 
hall was used solely for Court sittings or that it was purpose built – indeed, it appears to have been a 
general purpose building used for community events.”3 
In conventional heritage practices, the building would be considered to be of greater heritage 
significance if it were unique, i.e. if it were the only purpose built Native Land Court building in 
2  Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Armstrong at [60].
3  Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Young at [52(g)].
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the region. Both witnesses used the historical context to either prove or disprove the building’s 
uniqueness. In both cases, categorisation of the content was in the Context category.
A quantitative analysis assumes that the presence (or absence) of paragraphs or question sets in a 
category or categories reflectes the significance of the category. This significance could include the 
contested nature of that category. The strength of such an approach is the way in which the arguments 
of the hearing were coded to a basic unit. As with the previous example of the historians, a quantitative 
analysis goes beyond what the argument entailed and examined instead the quantitative composition of 
those arguments. As Berg describes, the content is, for the most part, “actually irrelevant to the coding 
process,”4 except for how the content fits in the determined categories.
Such an approach is also a weakness because the qualitative aspects of the hearing are removed from 
the results. While the coding process had a qualitative element in the way the content was interpreted 
and categorised, the results of the process provided a quantitative description of how those arguments 
were composed, not what those arguments were. 
What the results therefore present is the percentage quantity of the hearing content in the applied 
categories. The different percentages of content in the categories were an indication of the exposure 
the categories were given in the hearing, both in the written statements of evidence and in cross-
examination.
Key patterns
Analysing the percentage of paragraphs and question sets identified five main patterns of the 
distributions of paragraphs or question sets across the categories. These patterns were determined from 
the percentage of paragraphs or question sets in a category relative to the percentage of paragraphs and 
question sets for the hearing overall. The five patterns are shown in Table 5.3.
4  Berg, Qualitative Research Methods for the Social Sciences, 251.
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Identity pattern
The characteristic of the Identity pattern was a significantly greater percentage in the Identity category. 
This pattern was the least common of the five patterns. The only witness to display this pattern was 
Esther Tinirau (heritage witness for UCOL/Te Puna) in cross-examination.
Building Pattern
The Building pattern contained a significantly greater percentage in the Building category compared 
to the other categories. This pattern was common with the engineering expert witnesses and also Dean 
Whiting (heritage witness for NZHPT) in the written statements of evidence.
Context Pattern
The Context pattern contained a significantly greater percentage in the Context category than in the 
other categories. This pattern was consistent for the professions of planning, history, and education in 
both written statements of evidence and under cross-examination. Additionally three of the four parties 
displayed this pattern under cross-examination, with the exception of WRHT. This result reflected 
that the majority of the content discussed in the hearing was the contexts of the Native Land Court 
building.
Identity/Context pattern
The Identity/Context pattern had a significantly greater percentage in both the Identity and Context 
categories, with a significantly smaller percentage in the Building category. This pattern was displayed 
by the WRHT and the witnesses with heritage expertise under cross-examination. This pattern was 
significant for the heritage profession, in which the evidence of Wendy Pettigrew (heritage witnesses 
for WRHT) was included, as it demonstrated the main arguments of:
• The site is of historic significance to Māori (UCOL/Te Puna).
• Māori should have a right to self-determination over their resources (UCOL/Te 
Puna).
• The site (and building) are also significant for Māori outside of the Whanganui 
region and their views should have been consulted (NZHPT).
These arguments tended to incorporate issues of cultural identity and the wider contexts of the Native 
Land Court building, without significantly including the content of the Building category in the 
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compositions of those arguments.
Building/Context pattern
The Building/Context pattern had a significant percentage in the Building and Context categories. 
This pattern was most common for three of the four parties in the written statement of evidence, the 
exception being WRHT. The pattern was also common with the architectural witnesses in their written 
statements of evidence. Unsurprisingly then, the main arguments relating to this pattern were those 
that tended to focus on the role of the building, for example:
• Māori education requires a purpose designed building to represent Māori 
identity (UCOL/Te Puna).
• The current building does not afford the heritage significance it currently is 
given, as it is not the only purpose built Native Land Court building in the 
region (UCOL/Te Puna).
• The building can be adaptively reused to meet the purposes of the iwi tertiary 
institute (NZHPT).
• The building is the only example of a purpose-built Native Land Court building 
in the region (NZHPT).
The five patterns show the distribution of content for the different ways evidence was composed in 
the hearing, and are considered in terms of the current heritage theory in the following chapter. The 
remaining sections of this chapter discuss the similarities and differences of the patterns for each party, 
expertise, and the influence of counsel in cross-examination.
Patterns of the parties
As shown in Figure 5.1, all parties had a similar percentage distribution across the different categories 
of threat, identity, building, context, and change for the written statements of evidence, with a 
Building/Context pattern distribution.
The differences between the parties largely emerged in the building and context subcategories, as 
shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 respectively. While all parties were similar in the Current Building 
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Figure 5.1. Percentage of paragraphs from the written statements of evidence for each party.
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Figure 5.2. Percentage of paragraphs from the written statements of evidence for each party in the building 
subcategories.
Figure 5.3. Percentage of paragraphs from the written statements of evidence for each party in the context 
subcategories.
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subcategory (within 5%), UCOL/Te Puna and the Council had a greater percentage of written 
paragraphs than the NZHPT in the Proposed Building category. This difference may have occurred 
because UCOL/Te Puna, as the applicants, provided information regarding the proposed iwi tertiary 
institute through the evidence of Rau Hoskins (architecture witness). For example, he states that “the 
building has been designed to be flexible and responsive to changing educational uses while speaking 
to the histories, cultural narratives, tikinga and educational aspirations of Whanganui iwi.”5
Similarly, the Council provided an assessment of the application (including the proposed building) 
through the evidence of Rochelle Voice (planning witness), where, for example, “the Applicants 
propose to erect a two storey building, set back off Market Place by approximately 15 metres at its 
closest point and approximately 2 metres off the Rutland Street frontage. The application proposes that 
the building will have a maximum height of 9.3 metres.”6
The NZHPT, on the other hand, had a greater percentage in the Other Building subcategory, as the 
evidence of Jeremy Salmond (architecture witness) presented an alternative adaptive re-use design 
that did not require the demolition of the building. For example, Salmond states “I have shown that 
the existing building is readably able to provide every feature set down in the brief for the proposed 
facility, with a level of amenity at least equivalent to that shown in the drawings for a new building on 
the site.”7
The different positions of the parties may be seen in the building subcategories, where UCOL/Te 
Puna favoured the iwi tertiary institute (Proposed Building subcategory) and hence the demolition 
of the Native Land Court building, and the NZHPT favoured alternative designs (Other Building 
subcategory) which did not require demolition. As the Council played an advisory role to the Court, 
their description of the resource consent application contained a higher percentage of paragraphs in the 
Proposed Building subcategory (and on demolition), as similar to the applicants UCOL/Te Puna.
Differences also occurred in the Context subcategories where UCOL/Te Puna had a greater percentage 
5  Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Hoskins at [26].
6  Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Voice at [4.4].
7  Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Salmond at [10.3].
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in the Historic subcategory and the NZHPT and Council had a greater percentage in the Legislative 
category. A possible reason for the differences between the parties in the Historic Context subcategory 
was the influence of the historian expert witnesses. David Armstrong (history witness for UCOL/Te 
Puna) contributed 34% of the total written paragraphs8 for that party due to his indepth discussion of 
Māori association with the site between 1839 and the construction of the Native Land Court building 
in 1919. Grant Young (history witness for the NZHPT) only contributed 11% of the total paragraphs9 
for the NZHPT, and therefore the Historic Context subcategory was less emphasised in the party’s 
evidence.
That three of the parties displayed the same Building/Context pattern in their written statements of 
evidence is unsurprising given that each party would select their witnesses to provide a comparative 
case to the opposing party. Each witness therefore was a component in the overall case for a party. The 
exception was that the NZHPT did not provide educational experts to counter the other party.
Patterns of the professions
The pattern a profession displayed tended to follow the focus of its expertise, as shown in Figure 5.4. 
The engineering profession displayed the Building pattern, reflecting their professional emphasis on 
the built form. Similarly, the architectural profession displayed the Building/Context pattern. The 
planning, history, education professions, and interest groups all displayed the Context pattern in their 
written statements of evidence. The expertise of these professions is reflected in the subcategories 
of the Context category, with planning witnesses having a significantly greater percentage in the 
Legislative Context subcategory, history witnesses having a significantly greater percentage in the 
historic subcategory, and the education and interest group witnesses having a significantly greater 
percentage in the other subcategory, reflecting their emphasis on education and precedents of heritage 
practice. 
The difference between the parties, professions, and expert witnesses was one of scale. The results of 
each witness in a party were combined to obtain the overall evidence of that party. The parties had a 
8  Armstrong had 108 out of the total 322 paragraphs of written statements of evidence for UCOL/Te Puna.
9  Young had 66 out of the total 581 paragraphs of written evidence for the NZHPT.
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Figure 5.4. Percentage of paragraphs from the written statements of evidence for each profession.
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similar composition of expert witnesses in the different professions which, in this case, accumulated 
to display the Building/Context pattern. The patterns for the professions on the other hand, were 
composed of a smaller number of expert witnesses with a singular expertise and, as expertise was 
relevant to the categories discussed in the hearing, differing patterns resulted for the professions—
particularly the engineering and architectural professions.
The role of the counsels in cross-examination
The patterns of the parties and professions were influenced by the way each counsel framed the 
discussion in cross-examination. The coding of the question sets from the cross-examination transcript 
for each party showed that the parties of UCOL/Te Puna, the NZHPT and WRTH all displayed the 
Context pattern, as shown in Figure 5.5, as opposed to the Building/Context pattern in their written 
statements of evidence. This difference between the patterns in the written statements of evidence and 
the cross-examination might be due to the role each counsel had in framing the cross-examination, 
and the way the witness was cross-examined. In the hearing, counsel would ask a question which the 
expert witness would answer. Thus it was the counsel who controlled the topic a question addressed 
and the topic of information provided in an expert witness’s answer. The varying results for the parties 
under cross-examination suggest that the counsels may have had a significant influence in the way a 
party’s argument was framed. A qualitative analysis would be required to ascertain this result.
Figure 5.6 shows that, under-cross examination, some of the professions displayed different patterns 
to their written statements of evidence. The key similarities and differences between the written 
statements of evidence and cross-examination include:
• A change for the engineering experts from the Building pattern to the Building/
Context pattern, indicating an increased emphasis on the Context category for 
the engineers under cross-examination.
• A change for the architecture experts from the Building/Context pattern to the 
Context pattern, indicating a decreased focus on the Building category in favour 
of the Context category.
• A change for the heritage experts from the Context pattern to the Identity/
Context pattern, indicating an increased emphasis on the Identity category under 
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Figure 5.5. Percentage of question sets from the cross-examination of each party.
Figure 5.6. Percentage of question sets from the cross-examination of each profession.
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cross-examination.
• No change was observed for the history, planning, and education experts, as all 
presented the Context pattern in both written statements of evidence and cross-
examination.
The change in pattern for the engineering, architecture, and heritage professions might have occurred 
because, similar to the party results of the cross-examination transcript, the questioning of each 
counsel limited the topics discussed by an expert witness so that were not always consistent with the 
topics addresses in the witness’s written statement of evidence. For example, in cross-examination 
Alison Dangerfield, NZHPT witness for architecture, was restricted from discussing the significance of 
other buildings designed by John Campbell10 by the UCOL/Te Puna counsel:
“Q. Sorry, Ms Dangerfield – 
A. Mmm.
Q. – I’m going to have to ask you to pause.
A. Oh. Oh.
Q. Because I know you’re an enthusiast in the subject, but you’ve got to stick to the 
question.”11
The role of the counsels is further shown in Figures 5.7 where the patterns of the expert witnesses in 
their written statements of evidence are compared with their patterns under cross-examination. The 
differences suggest the strategies the counsels used to frame evidence under cross-examination. 
There was a clear strategy from each of the two main counsels to reframe the evidence given by the 
expert witnesses of the opposing party. For the UCOL/Te Puna counsel, the strategy was to reframe the 
evidence of the NZHPT witnesses into either the Context pattern or the Identity/Context. This meant 
that the UCOL/Te Puna counsel tended to avoid asking questions in cross-examination that related to 
the Building category, instead requiring witnesses to discuss the Identity and/or Context categories, 
although this would require qualitative analysis to ascertain. The only NZHPT witness to significantly 
10  These buildings included  the Public Trust Head Office in Wellington (1909) and the Collingwood Courthouse (1901).
11  Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Transcript at 242. Despite this restriction from the UCOL/Te Puna counsel, Dangerfield 
still displayed the Context pattern in cross-examination due to the quantity of other questions asked of Dangerfield in the 
Context category.
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Figure 5.7. The different patterns for the expert witnesses in their written statements of evidence and 
the cross-examination transcript. Only those witnesses with differences are shown.
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discuss the Building pattern under cross-examination was Win Clark (engineering witness).
For the NZHPT counsel, the strategy appears to have been was to reframe the evidence of UCOL/
Te Puna expert witnesses into the Building/Context pattern. This only occurred for witnesses David 
Armstrong (history witness) and Frances Goulton (education witness), showing that counsel required 
these witnesses to discuss the Building category to a greater extent than they did in their written 
statements of evidence.12 Under cross-examination John Silvester (engineering witness) retained the 
Building pattern, Rau Hoksins (architecture witness) retained the Building/Context pattern, and Paul 
McElroy (education witness) retained the Context pattern.
The underlying strategies of each party appear to be that, for the UCOL/Te Puna counsel, the 
questioning of the NZHPT witnesses was a way to reduce the significance of the Building category in 
favour for the Identity and Context categories.  The strategy for the NZHPT party appeared to question 
witnesses to increase the significance of the Building category.
The results show an expert witness’s profession had the greatest influence on how the content of the 
written statements of evidence was composed yet, under cross-examination it appears the counsels had 
a greater influence in how the content of the hearing was composed. In the following chapter, these 
findings and the significance of the patterns are related to the heritage literature, as well as exploring 
the performance of the patterns in the Environment Court setting.
12  Again, a qualitative analysis would be required to ascertain this finding.
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Chapter Six
Discussion
The Native Land Court building and ancillary buildings as viewed from Rutland Street
March 2013, photograph by author
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In the previous chapter, the five key patterns of the quantitative compositions of heritage arguments 
were identified. In this chapter, those patterns are related to heritage literature. Each pattern is 
discussed in turn to show how they relate to the different aspects of critical heritage literature, 
beginning with the Building/Context pattern, then the Identity/Context pattern, Context pattern, 
Building pattern, and finally the Identity pattern. The chapter concludes by describing the performative 
role of heritage in the Environment Court hearing and discussing how a performance-based definition 
of heritage might frame the patterns to allow for multiple heritage outcomes in the Court.
Definitions of heritage
The analysis of the Environment Court hearing of the Wanganui Native Land Court building identified 
the ways heritage was performed in the Court. In the analysis, the quantity of paragraphs of written 
statements of evidence and the quantity of question sets from the cross-examination transcript 
described the composition of categories referred to at the hearing. The thesis assumes that the 
distribution across the categories for each expert witness had a consequence in legal arguments that 
matters to the way in which heritage was argued in the hearing.
It appears from the results that the categories of Threat and Future Context were not quantitatively 
significant to the heritage arguments as they did not appear as significant in any of the patterns. 
These categories appear to code the explicit positions of the expert witnesses on the resource consent 
application. For example, Paul McElroy (CEO of UCOL) stated an identified threat where “if the 
Native Land Court building is not able to be demolished and a new facility constructed, the benefits 
of an Institute for local iwi are unlikely to be realised.”1  The statement shows McElroy’s position in 
favour of granting the resource consent. Similarly, Alison Dangerfield (architecture witness for the 
NZHPT) indicates her position in the Future Context category where she states “it is my opinion that 
the Native Land Court should not be demolished and replaced by new building.”2  For Dangerfield, 
the Future Context is one where the Native Land Court is retained. The significance of the Threat and 
Future Context category might be more relevant in a qualitative analysis, but were not significant in a 
quantitative analysis.
1 Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, McElroy at [46].
2 Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Dangerfield at [92].
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The results produced five compositional patterns. Each pattern showed a different way that the 
arguments of heritage were quantitatively composed at the hearing. The patterns describe an 
aspect of how heritage arguments were performed through the written statements of evidence and 
cross-examination of the expert witnesses. This thesis assumes that each pattern can be viewed as 
exemplifying aspects of the heritage literature. The patterns and their relationship to heritage are 
discussed in the following sections.
Building/Context Pattern
The Building/Context pattern contained a significant percentage of paragraphs and question sets in the 
building and context categories, as shown in Figure 6.1. The pattern was most common for the parties 
and the architectural profession in their written statements, and the engineering profession under cross-
examination. The pattern showed that the Building category and Context category, and hence the built 
form and context of the built form, were significantly discussed in the hearing.
Written statement of 
evidence
Cross-examination 
transcript
Party UCOL/Te Puna
NZHPT
Council
—
Expertise Architecture Engineering
Witnesses Rau Hoskins
Bruce Dickson
Jeremy Salmond
Alison Dangerfield
Rochelle Voice
David Armstrong
Frances Goulton
Rau Hoskins
Win Clark
Figure 6.1. The Building/Context Pattern 
The Building/Context pattern echoes the way material fabric is valued in Authorised Heritage 
Discourse. Smith states that “heritage has traditionally been conceived within the AHD as a discrete 
‘site’, ‘object’, building, or other structure with identifiable boundaries that can be mapped, surveyed, 
recorded, and placed on national or international site registers.”3 As such, buildings, places, and 
3  Smith, Uses of Heritage, 31.
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objects are considered to be of innate value, and that value can be measured to assess the relational 
significance of buildings.
For example, in the hearing, Alison Dangerfield (architecture witness for the NZHPT) described the 
architectural significance of the Native Land Court building where 
the Native Land Court was one of the buildings that concluded the architectural 
career of Government Architect John Campbell with a career of consideration and 
design of many government buildings. When he retired in 1922 two of his last 
projects for completion were Parliament House and the Native Land Court. This 
last design, a culminating project in a considerable body of work, was a design for 
a specific purpose and illustrated a pivotal shift in Government Style.4
In her statement, the building itself is valued as a tangible object because of the historical context 
of the building. This historical context is ascribed, in which it is assumed the building of a noted 
architect—and the building at the culmination of his career—is of greater significance than other 
buildings and should be retained for this reason. In the pattern, the built form, as described in the 
Building category, is valuable due to the significance attributed to the building in the Context category.
The Building category was not limited to the existing Native Land Court building as it also included 
the proposed iwi tertiary institute and designs for adaptive reuse. For example, Rau Hoskins 
(architecture witness for UCOL/Te Puna) described the significance of the proposed iwi tertiary 
institute where
The site is also part of the original wider Pākaitore Pā, prior to the creation of the 
Moutoa gardens and has deep significance for Tūpoho and the wider Atihaunui ā 
Pāpārangi Iwi in its own right. In this way it is proposed that the site’s millennia of 
pre-history will be able to infuse the entire design of the ITI as well as embodying 
contemporary cultural and educational aspirations of Whanganui Iwi.5
For Hoskins, the design of the proposed Iwi Tertiary Institute was valuable as a tangible object because 
it represented the ascribed values of cultural and educational aspirations of Whanganui iwi. Hoskins’ 
4  Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Dangerfield at [20].
5  Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Hoskins at [14].
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statement gives the proposed Iwi Tertiary Institute design a greater value than other buildings—
including the Native Land Court building—because of the context of Māori cultural and educational 
aspirations. As with Dangerfield, the built form described in the Building category is valuable due to 
the significance attributed to the building in the Context category, regardless of whether the building is 
existing or proposed.
Smith also states that AHD “constructs the idea of heritage and the official practice of heritage, both 
of which stress the significance of material culture in playing a vital representational role in […] 
identity.”6 This identity is assumed to be innate to the built form and thus its significance can also be 
assessed via the context of the built form. In the above examples, the Native Land Court building, for 
Dangerfield, represents a National identity as it was designed by a significant Government Architect 
and is representative of the changing attitudes of the Government following World War I.7 For 
Hoskins, the proposed Iwi Tertiary Institute represents the identity of Te Atihaunui a Pāpārangi as it 
embodies the contemporary cultural and educational aspirations of the iwi. In both cases, identity is 
not explicitly discussed in the pattern, as evidenced in the lower percentage of the Identity category 
for the witnesses that display the Building/Context pattern.  Instead, material culture (the Building 
category) plays a vital representational role in the composition of heritage arguments.
In the Building/Context pattern, the Building category and the Context categories were a significant 
factor in the argument of heritage. By discussing the built form, the role of the material and the 
tangible was included in compositions of heritage, and by discussing the context of the built form the 
material and tangible were ascribed significance. For the expert witnesses who displayed this pattern, 
the built form—actual or proposed— and its context were significant factors in heritage arguments.
Identity/Context Pattern
The Identity/Context pattern had a significant percentage in the Identity and Context categories. Figure 
6.2 shows the parties, professions, and expert witnesses who displayed this pattern. This pattern was 
common for the education profession and heritage profession, indicating that the medium of heritage 
6 Smith, Uses of Heritage, 48.
7  See Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Dangerfield at [38].
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for those groups may have been something other than the built form.
Written statement of 
evidence
Cross-examination 
transcript
Party — WRHT
Expertise — Heritage
Witnesses — Te Kenehi Teira
Grant Young
Wendy Pettigrew
Figure 6.2. The Identity/Context Pattern
The Identity/Context pattern reflected the literature of intangible heritage, in which the built form was 
a cultural tool or medium in the performance of heritage (the intangibility of heritage). Smith states 
that heritage is a cultural process in which “the sites themselves are cultural tools that can facilitate, 
but are not necessarily vital for, this process.”8 The building is a conceptual mediator between identity 
and the significance of an identity in specific contexts. 
Te Kenehi Teira (heritage witness for the NZHPT) provided an example of the building’s use as a 
cultural tool for discussing a wider context of the Native Land Court. He states “we must remember 
too, that the building was constructed in 1922, at a time when the primary function of the Aotea Māori 
Land Board was moving from one of alienation to administration. There is much that is positive to be 
remembered about what happened here.”9
This example references the historic context of the building, where the building was used to discuss 
the change in the historical context of the Native Land Court building at that time. The context also 
ascribes significance to the building. In Teira’s statement, if the context of the Native Land Court 
8  Smith, Uses of Heritage, 44.
9  Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Teria at [10].
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was, when the building was built, one of administration functions, then the building, perhaps, is 
not a negative reminder of land alienation for Māori. The Context category provided the values and 
significance of the building without significantly discussing the physical building itself.
It is interesting, then, that a strategy of the UCOL/Te Puna counsel appears to have been to frame the 
cross-examination of Te Kenehi Teira (Māori heritage witness for NZHPT) and Grant Young (history 
witness for the NZHPT) in this pattern. While the pattern avoided significant discussion of the building 
itself, the Context category ascribed value to the built form. In this way, the built form was a cultural 
tool where it is less significant as a tangible building and more important in recalling contextual values 
in a conceptual way. 
Context Pattern
The Context Pattern contained a significantly greater percentage in the Context category relative to the 
other categories. As shown in Figure 6.3 it was the most common category for the parties under cross-
examination, and the most common pattern of the professions with the planning, history, and education 
professions displaying this pattern in both written statement of evidence and under cross-examination.
Written statement of 
evidence
Cross-examination 
transcript
Party — UCOL/Te Puna
NZHPT
Council
Expertise Planning
History
Education
Heritage
Architecture
Planning
History
Education
Witnesses David Forrest
David Armstrong
Frances Goulton
Paul McElroy
Te Kenehi Teira
Grant Young
Sylvia Allan
David Forrest
Paul McElroy
Jeremy Salmond
Alison Dangerfield
Dean Whiting
Sylvia Allan
Rochelle Voice
Figure 6.3. The Context Pattern
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The Context pattern emphasised the mechanism through which value and significance was ascribed to 
the built form, without greatly considering the role of identity or the built form itself. Harrison states, 
such positions of heritage have “nothing to do with the particular qualities of the ‘thing’ [building] 
itself, but are defined values ascribed by those who hold positions of expertise and authority and 
whose viewpoints are recognised and acted upon.”10
The attribution of values is, perhaps, why this pattern was associated with the planning, history, and 
educational professions. The historical context, legislative context, and, ‘other’ educational context 
provided objective systems through which to value the built form, without significantly discussing it. 
For example, Sylvia Allan (planning witness for the NZHPT) discussed the ICOMOS charter in the 
Wanganui District Plan, where “in light of the recognitions in the Plan, given that it has been shown 
that the building can be reused, in my opinion the ICOMOS charter approach, with its strong emphasis 
on the protection and adaption should be taken into account in the decision.”11 In the example, Allan 
discussed the legislative and regulatory functions of the Plan and ICOMOS charter to ascribe value to 
the building, despite not significantly discussing the Building category.
It appears a strategy of the UCOL/Te Puna counsel was to frame the evidence of Alison Dangerfield 
(architecture witness for the NZHPT), Jeremy Salmond (architectural witnesses for the NZHPT) 
and Dean Whiting (heritage witness for the NZHPT) in this pattern in cross-examination. This may 
have been because the discussions in the Context categories can both emphasise or de-emphasise 
the attributed values. Discussions, such as those of the historic context or legislative context, can be 
argued from several positions regarding the valuing of the built form.
For example, in discussing the rarity of the building type in the Whanganui region, the historians 
argued over whether the community hall in Upokongaro12 was purpose-built. David Armstrong 
(history witness for UCOL/Te Puna) argued “the Court building erected at Upokongaro by Kennedy 
in 1881 was the first purpose built Native Land Court in the Whanganui District.”13 Grant Young 
10  Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 15.
11  Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Allan at [157].
12  Upokongaro is a small settlement located 10 minute by car from Whanganui.
13  Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Armstrong at [60].
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(history witness for the NZHPT) refuted that claim stating “it does not appear that the hall was used 
solely for Court sittings or that is was purpose built—indeed it appears to have been a general purpose 
building used for community events.”14 Both witnesses used the Context category to increase or lessen 
value ascribed to the Native Land Court building via the idea of building rarity.15 If the Wanganui 
Native Land Court building was the only purpose-built Native Land Court building, then it would be 
of greater significance due to its uniqueness. The Context Pattern suggests these arguments without 
significantly discussing the built form16 or identity.
The context pattern privileged the objective mechanisms for attributing value to the built form, without 
significantly considering the subjective role of identity and or the built form in heritage arguments. 
The pattern uses the built form and identity in a conceptual way, in which the recording of significance 
is, in itself, an argument of heritage. Harrison states that such concepts of heritage move towards 
“listing and archiving as an end result.”17 In this pattern, heritage is composed the values attributed 
to conceptual identities and objects by the best-practice of systematic mechanisms in professional 
disciplines.18
Building Pattern
The Building pattern had the majority of paragraphs and question sets in the Building category, as was 
common for the engineering expert witnesses, as shown in Figure 6.4. This pattern generally consisted 
of straightforward descriptions of the Native Land Court building or the proposed buildings. For 
example, Win Clark (engineering witness for the NZHPT) described the Native Land Court building 
as: 
Constructed in 1922, the single story Native Land Court Building is made up of 3 
separate structures:
• The main court building: 25.150 metres by 18.720 metres in plan that provides 
14  Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Young at [52(i)].
15  Rarity is one of the criteria for registration of an historic place in the Historic Places Act, where the Trust may assign 
Category I status or Category II status to any historic place, having regard to “the importance of identifying rare types of 
historic places.” Historic Places Act 1993, s 23(j).
16  In the definitions used in the methodology, only buildings relating to the Native Land Court site on Rutland Street, or 
designs of the proposed or adaptively reused iwi tertiary institute were coded in the Building category. The building at 
Upokongaro was coded in the Other Context subcategory.
17  Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 137.
18  For example, such disciplinary best-practice mechanisms include the interpretation of legislation by planners, or the 
interpretation of historic facts by historians.
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space for the courts, offices, strong rooms and toilets.
• Office and storage annex: ‘L’ shaped form within 15.000 metres by 7.500 metres 
plan area built against the Southeast and Southwest boundary walls.
• Coal/Bicycle/Toilet outbuildings: 8.500 metres by 2.300 metres in plan, built 
into the West corner and along the Northwest boundary wall.19
Written statement of 
evidence
Cross-examination 
transcript
Party — —
Expertise Engineering —
Witnesses John Silvester
Win Clark
Dean Whiting
John Silvester
Figure 6.4. The Building Pattern
Similarly, John Silvester (engineering witness for UCOL/Te Puna) stated that during a site visit
I made the following observations.
(a) Wherever the Gunac had cracked, the substrate below was also cracked;
(b) In at least two locations I was able to insert a 100mm long x 4mm diameter 
nail into the crack below, confirming that the cracks penetrate well into the 
brickwork below;
(c) The larger the crack in the Gunac, the larger was the crack in the substrate;
(d) Some areas where the Gunac was clearly “stretched” but had not cracked, 
cutting and peeling back the membrane revealed a fracture in the surface 
below.20
In both descriptions, the building was considered to be a tangible, material object. 
It is perhaps of no surprise that the engineering profession displayed the Building pattern as it was 
19  Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Clark at [9].
20  Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Silvester in Appedix B at [10].
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composed of those with expertise in the built form. It was a requirement of the Environment Court that 
all witnesses follow a code of conduct. Acknowledgement of this code is referenced in an evidence 
statement that “The evidence I am about to give is within my area of expertise and represents my best 
knowledge about this matter.”21 Given that other professions do not necessarily have such expertise 
in the built form, the discussions in the Building category were primarily from witnesses with that 
expertise.
The written evidence of Dean Whiting (Māori heritage witness for the NZHPT) also displayed the 
Building pattern. The evidence of Whiting provided examples of how the Native Land Court could be 
adaptively reused or, alternatively if adaptive reuse was not an acceptable option, alternative sites in 
the locality where the Iwi Tertiary Institute could be construed. For example, he stated 
Adaptive reuse would be best incorporated into three spaces: enhancement of the 
Aotea room and court room spaces, addition of a setback first floor, and addition 
of a building to the west end of the Native Land Court building. Elements of 
Whanganui wharenui style could be incorporated to the exterior both at the ground 
floor level and roof first floor using contemporary design or traditional elements.22
Whiting’s evidence shows the Building pattern is not limited to the existing Native Land Court 
building but may also include a proposed building design. In both cases, the emphasis was on the 
building as a tangible object with little significance given to the identity of the building or its context.
Identity Pattern
The Identity pattern had the majority of paragraphs or question sets in the Identity category as shown 
in Figure 6.5. Esther Tinirau23 was the only expert witnesses represented in this pattern. With a 
significantly greater percentage in the Identity category, she can be seen to primarily discuss the role 
of identity to construct her argument of heritage. For example, in her evidence explaining the site 
selection for the Iwi Tertiary Institute, she stated:
21  For example, see Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Dangerfield at [5].
22  Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Evidence in Chief, Whiting at [18].
23  Tinirau was called in as a last minute expert witness at the hearing to provide evidence on the role of Te Puna in the 
resource consent application; therefore, she only provided oral evidence at the hearing.
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We do have a saying in Wanganui (10:12:50 speaks in Māori)24 and basically that 
translates as […] I am the river and the river is me and when we talk about the river 
[…], the river is inseparable from land and from people, ah, so the interconnection 
of people with place as well, as our river remains central to us. So we belong to 
the river. The river doesn’t belong to us, we belong to the river and if one can 
understand the spiritual and cultural connection with that and our maintenance of 
the view that you cannot separate our people from land and water and that therein 
lies the significance of choosing the site.25
Such a description was categorised in both the Group Identity and Site Context subcategories.
Written statement of 
evidence
Cross-examination 
transcript
Party — —
Expertise — —
Witnesses — Esther Tinirau
Figure 6.5. The Identity Pattern
For Tinirau, identity was not separate from the landscape. In her evidence, the site was not a context 
for the building or a context for identity, the site was identity. Pishief describes this conception 
of heritage as ‘the Connect’ in which heritage is “identity, and identity is created by people’s 
interactions—termed performances—with places, objects, and people. […] It is the connect—the 
intangible essence formed with those places by individuals at those places—that creates identity.”26
Tinirau’s evidence is peculiar in the way it follows the Identity pattern, yet is reliant on the physicality 
of site and land. It was an argument of heritage that does not significantly discuss both the built form 
and the context of the built form. Instead, identity is constructed through the land. As such, the Identity 
pattern was a construction of architectural heritage that was entirely intangible. Pishief identifies the 
24  The saying the transcript omits was “E rere kau mai to awa nui mai i te Kahui maunga ki Tangaroa. Ko au te awa Ko te 
awa ko au (The great river flows from the noble mountains to the majestic sea. I am the river and the river is me). Te Puna 
Matāuranga [2013] at [79].
25  Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui Transcript at 79.
26  Pishief, “Constructing the Identities of Place,” 197.
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perplexity of such a construction in the Connect, which “is intangible, yet, paradoxically, dependant 
on physicality.”27 The identity pattern follows that of the Connect—the intertwining of identity and 
landscape—and was not reliant on the built form to facilitate a construction of architectural heritage. 
In other words, the building was not a significant, or perhaps even necessary, factor in constructing 
heritage.
Heritage and Identity
Pishief’s statement that ‘heritage is identity’ is reflected in the wider heritage literature.28 Identity 
in current heritage theories plays a crucial part in the definition or argument of heritage practice. Of 
the five patterns, only two, the Identity Pattern and the Identity/Context Pattern, contain a significant 
discussion on the role of identity in heritage arguments. The other patterns do not contain such a 
significant discussion on identity. 
If contemporary theories of heritage establish identity to be a vital component in defining heritage, 
such as the positions of intangible heritage and critical heritage, then the Building pattern, Context 
Pattern, and Building/Context Pattern might not be considered as heritage arguments. Both the 
Building pattern and Context Pattern tend to suggest this conclusion as they provide only partial 
heritage arguments, the first providing a discussion of the tangible role of the built form and the other 
providing a contextual discussion of the significance of the built form. The witnesses who displayed 
the Building Pattern or Context Pattern were reliant on the other witnesses in the same party to provide 
the other components of the heritage argument.
In the written statements of evidence, UCOL/Te Puna, the NZHPT, and WRHT all displayed the 
Building/Context Pattern. Additionally, no expert witnesses in their written statements of evidence 
followed a pattern that contained a significant quantity of content from the Identity category, i.e. no 
expert witnesses presented the Identity Pattern or Identity/Context Pattern in their written statements 
of evidence. The quantitative contribution of Identity, in most cases, appears to be too small to 
significantly contribute to the more common patterns. This result questions that, if identity was not 
27  Pishief, “Constructing the Identities of Place,” 231.
28  See, for example, Smith, Uses of Heritage, Harrison, Heritage: Critical approaches, Graham, Ainsworth and Tunbridge, A 
Geography of Heritage, and Winter, “Clarifying the critical in critical heritage studies.”
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an explicitly significant topic in the hearing in terms of quantity, then how, if at all, was identity 
discussed.
The Building/Context Pattern which the parties displayed in their written statements of evidence 
reflected that of Authorised Heritage Discourse. Smith states that AHD “maintains that heritage is a 
symbolic representation of identity. Material or tangible heritage provides a physical representation 
of those things from ‘the past’ that speak to a sense of place, a sense of self, of belonging and 
community.”29 Without a significant association to the Identity category, the heritage argument 
naturalised identity into, what are, conventional heritage practices. Such conventional practices 
assume that heritage is a tangible, physical object that just ‘is’ and overlooks that heritage is actively 
constructed, and that the processes of that construction, as per the systematic mechanisms in the 
Context category, are liable to change.30
As UCOL/Te Puna, the NZHPT, and Council all presented the Building/Context pattern and 
Context pattern in written statements of evidence and in cross-examination, it is likely that AHD 
was privileged in the Court’s decision to decline the application for resource consent. The party’s 
collective arguments all placed emphasis on a pattern which naturalised identity as the built form, and 
on a pattern that emphasised the contextual mechanism through which to value the built form. The 
materiality and tangibility of the built form took precedence in the arguments of heritage presented at 
the hearing. This is reflected by the Court’s decision where, “our approach is also an acknowledgement 
of the finite characteristics of the physical resource of heritage buildings. By definition, they are scarce 
and irreplaceable.”31
If the main arguments of heritage presented in the hearing reflected AHD, then the hearing tested 
which building was the most appropriate building use—the Native Land Court building, the proposed 
Iwi Tertiary Institute, or an adaptive reuse proposal—rather than broader notions of heritage. The 
Court appears to have made a decision that allows the best of both buildings, in which they state, 
29  Smith, Uses of Heritage, 30.
30  For example, Harrison states that the assumption in heritage practices “seems to be that the values on which criteria are 
established for designation are universal and will never change.” Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 583.
31  Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui at [112].
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“we have come to the clear view that, when the purposes of the UCOL/Te Puna partnership can be 
met by adaptively reusing this building, to demolish it to make space for a new building will be an 
inappropriate use and development of it.”32  As the arguments of heritage displayed by the parties, 
by way of the Building/Context Pattern and Context Pattern, were quantitatively composed to place 
significance on the heritage practices of Authorised Heritage Discourse, demolition of any heritage 
object might be considered an inappropriate use. 
The Identity Pattern and Identity/Context Pattern indicate there are arguments of heritage where the 
built form is used as a conceptual tool to actively construct and perform heritage. In the following 
section, the theory of critical heritage is considered as a way to reinterpret the way in which the 
arguments of heritage were performed in the Environment Court hearing.
The Performance of Heritage
Each of the patterns displayed the way the expert witnesses and counsels quantitatively complied 
arguments of heritage. What all of the patterns had in common though, was that they were all 
performances of heritage within the Environment Court hearing. Each witness and counsel actively 
composed their arguments for the purpose of the Court. The resource consent application for the 
Wanganui Native Land Court building determined that the content of the hearing related to the 
building but the purposes of the heritage arguments were for the Court. 
Harrison states that 
heritage is not the inscription of meaning onto blank objects, places and practices 
that are produced in this process, but instead is produced as a result of the material 
and social possibilities, or ‘affordances’, of collectives of human and non-human 
agents, material and non-material entities, in the world. It is not primarily an 
intellectual endeavour, something that exists only in the human mind, but is one 
that emerges from the dialogue, or practices of people and things.33
32  Te Puna Mātauranga o Whanganui at [121].
33  Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 217.
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If the dialogue of people, practices and things is what defines heritage in the theory of critical heritage, 
then it was the dialogue between the Environment Court, the expert witnesses, the counsels, and the 
Native Land Court building, that was the performance of heritage. While all of the patterns placed 
a different significance on the built form, in the Environment Court setting the building acted as a 
cultural tool in which the arguments of architectural heritage were constructed. In other words, the 
resource consent application provided the content of those heritage discussions while the Environment 
Court provided the context of those heritage discussions. The consent application placed the Native 
Land Court building and the proposed Iwi Tertiary Institute as the tool or medium for facilitating 
heritage discussions, but ultimately, the performance of heritage occurred in the setting of the 
Environment Court.
The narrative arguments and the quantitatively compiled arguments of heritage in the hearing 
provided different viewpoints on the significance of the built form. The combination of widely varying 
perspectives resulted in dissonance, as was observed in the hearing.34 Dissonance is a necessary part 
of the heritage performance through which different understandings and values are identified and 
negotiated. As critical heritage defines the performance of heritage, Winter states, it is “through the 
process of interpretation and dialogue [that] differences are often diminished, whereby trust becomes 
an enabler of position re-evaluation and the opening up of new horizons.”35 From the position of 
critical heritage, the Environment Court is viewed not as adversarial mechanism to determine whose 
vision of the future takes precedence, but is a process where arguments of heritage can be expressed 
and negotiated. Such a process was observed in the different patterns for expert witnesses in their 
written statements of evidence and the cross-examination transcript where the dialogue of heritage 
between expert witness and the counsels reframed the heritage argument of the expert witnesses.
Such a dialogue also appears to represent the counsels, as those who primarily determine the 
direction of questioning, and hence the patterns that are likely to be displayed in cross-examination. 
Additionally, the Code of Conduct for expert witnesses limited the witness’ ability to discuss areas 
outsides of their expertise in the hearing. Winter states “at present too many heritage professionals 
34  For example, the arguments whether the community hall in Upokongaro was purpose built for the Native Land Court, as 
discussed previously in this chapter.
35  Winter, “Clarifying the Critical,” 541.
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have been trained via disciplinary specific methodologies, often orientated by technical, science-based 
epistemologies of culture.”36 The professional expertise of the expert witnesses appears to have been a 
significant factor in what pattern they displayed.
It was only the Building/Context pattern which significantly privileged the built form as a tangible 
object and also privileged interaction with other factors. The decision to retain the Native Land Court 
building privileged, in terms of the quantitative composition of arguments, those witnesses who 
displayed the Building/Context pattern, particularly the architectural and engineering professions. The 
only witness to display the Building/Context pattern in both their written statements of evidence and 
the cross-examination transcript was Rau Hoskins (architecture witness for UCOL/Te Puna). To retain 
the building, based on the quantitative composition of the arguments of heritage, was to privilege the 
overall composition of each party’s evidence, as the Building/Context pattern related to the AHD in 
which the built or material emphasis defines heritage practice.
Critical heritage acts as an umbrella for the different heritage literatures. It recognises that each 
practice of heritage in the literature is equally valid, not because of its material outcomes but because 
the practice is a performance of heritage. Smith states that 
the idea of performativity highlights the emotional and physical experience of 
heritage and stresses the idea of ‘doing’—that heritage is not something that is 
necessarily possessed, or only possessed, but that a thing becomes heritage because 
it is used as heritage or because it is a place that facilitates the doing of heritage 
performances.37
In this case study, the Environment Court was the place that heritage was performed. The Native 
Land Court building was a cultural tool which, through its conceptual use in the hearing, facilitated 
the performances of heritage. If it is the use of a place that facilitates the doing of heritage then the 
quantitative compositions of the arguments of heritage legitimise the demolition of the Native Land 
Court building as an appropriate use. In other words, demolition of the building would facilitate the 
36  Winter, “Clarifying the Critical,” 541.
37 Smith, Uses of Heritage, 304.
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performance of heritage in the Court as equally as the building’s retention. If critical heritage were 
incorporated into the decision of the Environment Court, then a different outcome may have resulted. 
Any decision made by the Court would be the outcome of multiple performances of heritage.
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Chapter Seven
Conclusion
Corner detail of the Native Land Court building
March 2013, photograph by author
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The literature of heritage theories identified different type of heritage practice, including: 
(a) Authorised Heritage Discourses that emphasised the built form as a tangible 
physical object and/or that emphasised categorisation, listing and archiving of 
heritage objects as an end result; 
(b) intangible cultural heritage practices that privileged intangible objects of 
heritage, and 
(c) intangible heritage definitions that instead emphasise the process of heritage. 
Critical heritage sits as an umbrella theory, in which the multiple facets of existing heritage practice 
are viewed through a peformative lens.
Critical heritage changes the focus of heritage practices from objects of ‘heritage’ to the social, 
cultural, and political processes of heritage construction. Harrison states that heritage is an 
active assembling of a series of objects, places, and practices that we choose to 
hold up as a mirror to the present, associated with a particular set of values that we 
wish to take with us into the future. As such, heritage is not inert or passive, but has 
the potential to engage directly with questions of contemporary global concern.1
In this assemblage of heritage, the sites and objects—be they tangible or intangible—are “cultural 
tools that can facilitate, but are not necessarily vital for, this process.”2 If heritage is an active 
engagement with the past in the present, then the way in which architectural heritage—a discipline that 
traditionally privileges the materiality of the built form—is significantly altered.
This thesis analysed the case study of the 2013 Environment Court hearing of the Wanganui Native 
Land Court building in order to identify how the different aspects of critical heritage literature were 
used in the hearing. Content analysis was used to analyse the documentation of the hearing. The 
documentation was coded into the categories of Threat, Identity, Building, Context, and Future 
Context in order to understand how each party, expert witness, and the professions of the expert 
witnesses constructed arguments of architectural heritage in the hearing. The quantity of each category 
was assumed to reflect the significance of each category in constructing the arguments of architectural 
1  Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches, 228-229.
2  Smith, Uses of Heritage, 44.
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heritage. A quantitative approach largely removed the significance of the content as presented in the 
Court and instead it related the content to an applied research context. Future research of this case 
study could include a qualitative analysis to complement this quantitative analysis.
The analysis revealed five patterns of how architectural heritage was quantitatively constructed in the 
hearing: 
(a) an Identity pattern, 
(b) a Building pattern, 
(c) a Context pattern, 
(d) an Identity/Context pattern, and 
(e) a Building/Context pattern. 
Each pattern related to an aspect of the heritage literature. The Building/Context pattern related to 
definitions of the AHD that privilege material fabric and built form. The Identity/Context pattern 
was exemplary of intangible heritage, in which both intangible objects were used to produce heritage 
and the building was a cultural tool in identifying the performance of heritage. The Identity pattern 
reflected Pishief’s definition of ‘the Connect’ in which Māori conceptions of heritage were intertwined 
with the physical landscape. Finally, the Building Pattern and Context Pattern were examples of partial 
heritage arguments which emphasised the built form as a tangible object or emphasised the objective 
systems and mechanisms of the AHD which ascribe value and significance to the built form. 
In the written statements of evidence, it was a witness’ expertise, rather than the party they 
represented, that had the greatest influence on how their argument of heritage was constructed. 
In cross-examination, it appears that the counsels had a greater influence in how the arguments 
of heritage were composed. Very few witnesses displayed the same pattern in both their written 
statements of evidence and in cross-examination. The only witnesses to maintain the Building/
Context pattern in both the written statements of evidence and cross-examination was Rau Hoskins 
(architectural witness for UCOL/Te Puna). Both the written statements of evidence and cross-
examination transcripts of Sylvia Allan (planning witness for the NZHPT), David Forrest (planning 
witness for UCOL/Te Puna) and Paul McElroy (UCOL CEO), likewise retained the same pattern, in 
this case the Context pattern, and John Silvester (engineering witness for UCOL/Te Puna) retained 
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the Building pattern. The collective results for the parties and professions tended to follow either the 
Building/Context Pattern or the Context pattern, with the only exceptions being the WRHT and the 
heritage profession in the Identity/Context Pattern and the engineering profession in the Building 
pattern.
If built form were a vital, or at least significant, component in architectural heritage, it could be 
expected that the Building/Context pattern or the Building Pattern would be the predominant pattern 
in the results. While this was primarily the case for the parties in their written statements of evidence, 
the building emphasised in the pattern was not always that of the Native Land Court building. Both the 
proposed designs for adaptive reuse and the proposed design for the Iwi Tertiary Institute facilitated 
arguments of architectural heritage. In other words, the argument of heritage required a built form, not 
specifically an existing built form.
The theory of critical heritage was considered in this analysis of the performance of heritage 
construction in the hearing where the use of the building as a cultural tool appears to have been more 
important in the performative construction of heritage than the physical reality of the building itself.3 
The different patterns reveal different heritage uses of the building as a cultural tool or medium. While 
critical heritage cannot determine the most appropriate performance of heritage, it does recognise the 
diversity of heritage constructions. From this position, adaptive reuse and demolition were equally 
legitimate uses of the building as a cultural tool to facilitate the active construction of heritage.
The protection of historic heritage in the Resource Management Act is not absolute. Section 
6(f) provides for the “protection of historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use, and 
development.”4 If a position of critical heritage was taken into account in the Wanganui Native Land 
Court hearing, then demolition of the building may have been deemed to be an appropriate use of the 
building as a way to actively perform heritage.
This is not to qualify that all demolition of heritage objects is necessarily a practice of critical 
3  A qualitative analysis would be required to confirm this idea.
4  Resource Management Act 1991, s 6(f). My emphasis added.
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architectural heritage. The bounded system of case study research limits the outcome to this particular 
case. The results do indicate, however, that the conventional role of the built form in architectural 
heritage—as an object of innate heritage value—maybe only one of many legitimate ways in which 
to perform and construct arguments of heritage. Further research is required to test this idea in other 
scenarios.
The significance of such an approach to architectural heritage is that it provides a greater diversity for 
how the built form is used as a medium in performing heritage, and the outcomes that may emerge 
from that use. Critical heritage allows a wider range of identities to be included in heritage practices 
as the built form operates as a medium or site from which identity can be expressed or negotiated. 
It appears that the built form is not significant or valuable in and of itself; rather it is valuable as it 
provides a tool in the performance of heritage with which to address wider contemporary concerns and 
that this should be allowed for within the RMA definition of historic heritage.
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Glossary
Hapū
Iwi
Kāumatua
Matāuranga
Pā
Pākehā
Pou
Taonga
Te Atihaunui a Pāpārangi
Wāhi Tapu/Waahi Tapu
Waka
Whakapapa
Whānau
Kinship group, clan, tribe, subtribe - section of a large kinship group.1
Extended kinship group, tribe, nation, people, nationality, race - often 
refers to a large group of people descended from a common ancestor.1
Adult, elder, elderly man, elderly woman, old man.1
Education, knowledge, wisdom, understanding, skill.1
Fortified village, fort, stockade, screen, blockade, city (especially a 
fortified one).1
New Zealander of European descent - probably originally applied to 
English-speaking Europeans living in Aotearoa/New Zealand.1
Post, upright, support, pole, pillar, goalpost, sustenance.1
Treasure, anything prized - applied to anything considered to be of 
value.1
Māori iwi of the Whanganui River region.
A place sacred to Māori in the traditional, spiritual, religious, ritual, or 
mythological sense.2 
Canoe, vehicle, conveyance, spirit medium, medium (of an atua).1
Genealogy, genealogical table, lineage, descent.1
Extended family, family group, a familiar term of address to a number 
of people - the primary economic unit of traditional Māori society. In the 
modern context the term is sometimes used to include friends who may 
not have any kinship ties to other members.1
1 Moorfield, “Te Aka Online Māori Dictionary.”
2 Historic Places Act 1993, s 2.
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Appendix A
 The Court’s 2013 Decision
Corner of the Native Land Court building and annex buildings
March 2013, photograph by author
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Appendix B
Results Set 
Window shadow in the public office of the Native Land Court building.
March 2013, photograph by author
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Expertise Party
UCOL/Te Puna NZHPT Council WRHT
Architecture Rau Hoskins
Bruce Dickson
Jeremy Salmond
Alison Dangerfield
Engineering John Silvester Win Clark
Planning David Forrest Sylvia Allan Rochelle Voice
History David Armstrong Grant Young
Education Frances Goulton
Paul McElroy
Heritage Esther Tinirau Te Kenehi Teira
Dean Whiting
Wendy Pettigrew
Table showing the parties and expertise of the expert witnesses.
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Category Subcategory Number of 
Paragraphs
Number of 
Question Sets
Percentage of 
Paragraphs
Percentage of 
Question Sets
Threat 52 62 5.12% 3.97%
Identity 73 213 7.19% 13.63%
Building Current 
Building
124 158 12.22% 10.11%
Proposed Iwi 
Tertiary Institute
84 66 8.28% 4.22%
Other Proposed 
Building
44 79 4.33% 5.05%
Building 
Sub-total
252 303 24.83% 19.39%
Context Historic 197 150 19.41% 9.60%
Site 45 187 4.43% 11.96%
Legislative 237 324 23.35% 20.73%
Other 109 303 10.74% 19.39%
Context 
Sub-total
588 964 57.93% 61.68%
Future Context 50 21 4.93% 1.34%
Total 1015 1563 100.00% 100.00%
Table showing the absolute number of paragraphs and question sets, and the percentage of paragraphs 
and questions sets for the hearing overall.
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